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Abstract 

The aim of the thesis is to extend the notion of Ab space from its historical 
context in the work of Herz and to recognise such spaces as preduals of spaces 
of intertwining operators of induced representations as suggested by the work of 
Rieffel. This generalisation of Ab spaces involves considering tensor products of a 
given norm of Lp spaces of Banach space-valued functions (the spaces of induced 
representations) and constructing a convolution of functions of such spaces. First, 
the analysis is carried out when the tensor product space is endowed with the 
greatest cross-norm, and sufficient conditions for the existence of the integral of 
the convolution are established. Most of this analysis depends upon an identity we 
derive of Radon-Nikodym derivatives of measures on homogeneous spaces involved. 

The elements of the generalised Ab space are shown to be cross-sections of a 
Banach semi-bundle over the double coset space corresponding to the groups from 
which the representations are induced, and their properties are duly discussed. 
In particular, the generalised form of the classical result Lp * Lq ~ Lr, where 
1/ r = 1/ p + 1/ q - 1, is shown to be true in this situation. The result that the 
A~ space is the predual of the space of intertwining operators is then established, 
under the condition that the intertwining operators can be approximated, in the 
ultraweak operator topology, by integral operators. 

Sufficient conditions under which the above analysis can be carried out, when 
the tensor product space is endowed with either p-nuclear norm or the Hilbert
Schmidt norm are then given. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The study of intertwining operators of induced representations on Hilbert spaces 
was begun by Mackey [31, 32, 33]. He generalized the notion of a representation 
of a finite group by linear transformations to the case in which the group is a 
separable locally compact topological group and the linear transformations are 
unitary transformations on Hilbert spaces. His main results include a generaliLled 
version of the Frobenius Reciprocity Theorem, the Intertwining and the Strong
Intertwining Operator Theorems. 

To explain these results, let G be a group, let Hand [{ be two subgroups 
of G, and let 11' and I be representations or H and X, respectively. If G is finite, 
Mackey's results assert that the intertwining number (Sec.2.4) of the two induced 
representations UTe and U-' of G (Sec.2.5) can be expressed as a sum of intertwining 
numbers of the representations 1I'X and ,v of the subgroups HX n xY, x, Y E C. 
In the case of an infinite group, if the subgroups are open and closed, a similar 
characterization is possible especially when 11' and I are one-dimensional. If t.he 
subgroups arc closed, Mackey showed that the above criteria [or computing the 
intertwining number holds for the space of those operators which are in the Hilbel't
Schmidt class. 

Moore [34], in 1962, continued t.his study. The fact that every cont inuous 
linear map of an LJ space into a separable reflexive space can be better represent.ed 
as an integral operator led him to extend the concept o[ induced represent ations to 
include t he action of a group on a Banach space by isometries. He proved that the 
Frobenius Reciprocity Theorem remains t rue under these modifications and the 
assumption that the corresponding G-cosct space possesses an invariant measure. 

Among other developments that arc importi1nt for us, t he first is the work 
o[ Rieffel[37] on Banach G-modules and their products. He proved, in part icular, 
that 

(V \>9s W )* ~ Homs(V, W*), 

where 5 is a. set, V and Ware two 5-modulcs, ®s denotes the projective t.ensor 
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product of V and Wand H oms (V, W*) is the space of intertwining operators of 
the Banach G-modules. Applying this to Lp( G) spaces (1 ::; p ::; (0) of complex
valued functions defined on a group G, Rieffel obtained the result that, under 
certain conditions, the corresponding intertwining operators (multipliers) form the 
dual space of the space of functions A~: a subset of an Lr space (where r is related 
to p and q as described in Prop.2.7.1) consisting of those functions which can be 
written as a sum of convolution of functions from Lp and Lg. This is the context 
in which we shall set our study of intertwining operators, that is, regarding the 
space of such operators as the dual of a tensor product space. 

The next development of importance to us in this regard is that of Herz 
[25]. He studied the predual of the space of intertwining operators of the regular 
representations of G on Lp and Lg. He was able to show, in particular, that the 
tensor product space is an algebra of functions on G and, in some sense, a natural 
analogue of the space of absolutely convergent Fourier Series. Our aim is to extend 
the Herz- Rieffel results from regular representations which may be seen as induced 
representation from the trivial subgroup to arbitrary induced representations. 

In order to complete the programme we shall need to go beyond spaces of 
functions on G to sections of Banach (semi-)bundles on G. The concept of a Banach 
bundle was developed by Fell in 1977 and we shall use it as the appropriate device 
for the study of the tensor product spaces. Unfortunately, in the most general 
case, our semi-bundle will fail to be a bundle in the complete sense, but will be 
more akin to the objects studied by Dauns and Hofmann[5]. 

The structure of the thesis is as follows. Our first aim is to construct A~ spaces 
using projective tensor products of Lp spaces of induced representations. The first 
task in the construction of A~ spaces using Lp spaces of Banach space valued 
functions is to define a 'convolution' formula as the image of a linear map \]i on 
Lp(7r)®Lgl(,*), where q' denotes the conjugate exponent defined by 1/q+1/q' = 1. 
(It is known that Lp(/1,X)* = Lpl(/1,X*) if and only if X* satisfies the Radon
Nikodym property (Definition 2.5.3) with respect to the measure /1; the spaces 
involved in our work are assumed to have this property.) As Hormander has shown 
in the case of complex-valued functions, we see that, under certain conditions, the 
space Lp(7r)®GLgl(,*) ~.Q when 1/p+1/q' < 1,1::; p,q < 00 and G/H and G/l{ 
are non-compact. In the case where these homogeneous spaces possess invariant 
measure, the convolution formula turns out to be 

(\]i(E~di ® gi))(X, y) = j G E~di(xt) ®x,y gi(yt)d/1x,y(t), 
HXnKY 

where /tx,y is a suitably chosen quasi-invarin.nt meaflllfe on G/ HX n T<Y and 0 x,y 
is the tensor product on a quotient Banach space Ax,y of H( 7r) ® H( ,) (Definition 
4.1.2). In the absence of invariant measures on homogeneous spaces, we need 
to modify the integrand in the above formula using corresponding A-functions 
(Radon-Nikodym derivatives of measures mentioned above), in order to make it 
integrable and well defined on G / (HX n l{Y). A substantial part of our analysis 
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becomes possible because of an identity we derive regarding the A-functions: 

for all s, t E G and almost all (x,y) E (G X G)j(H x I<). 

The space A~ is defined to be the range of 'l1 with the quotient norm (Def
inition 4.3.3.). For x, y E G we see that the values of the elements in A~ spaces 
are in the spaces Ax,y, and these spaces may not be the same for different (x, y) in 
general. We show that the collection of these spaces Ax,y forms the bundle space 
of a Banach semi-bundle (Sec.4.2) . In the general case, we see that the elements 
of A~ are cross-sections of this Banach semi-bundle. 

When p-nuclear norms are considered, we see that similar results can be 
obtained at least in the case where the representation spaces of the subgroups are 
Lebesgue spaces. Considering Hilbert-Schmidt norms, we derive an isometry 

which is similar to Herz's result (Herz[25]'Theorem B)in this regard. 
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Chapter 2 

Basic concepts 

This chapter is devoted to some background information involving induced repre
sentations and A~ spaces sufficient for our purposes. 

2.1 Notations and terminology 

We shall assume throughout that all the topological spaces under consideration 
are second countable. 

Let X be a locally compact topological space; let C(X) denote the algebra 
of complex-valued, continuous functions on X. The algebra of functions in C(X) 
with compact support is denoted by Co(X). The space of real-valued, positive con
tinuous functions on X with compact support is denoted by ct(X). The space of 
complex-valued continuous functions vanishing at infinity on X forms a Banach 
space, denoted by Coo(X), with norm Ilfll = maxxEX II(x)l. Co(X, Y) denotes the 
space of continuous functions with compact support on X, mapping to the topolog
ical space Y. For 1 ~ p < 00, Lp(X) is the Lebesgue space on X while Lp(X, Y, /-l) 
denotes the set of (equivalence classes of) all/-l-measurable functions I on X map
ping to the Banach space Y such that the map x 1-4 III(x)IIP is /-l-integrable where 
II II denotes the norm in the Banach space Y and /-l is a positive measure on X. 
Loo(X, Y, /-l) denotes the space of all /-l-measurable, essentally bounded Y-valued 
functions on X. The norm of such a function is its /-l-essential supremum. The 
composition of two mappings I and 9 is denoted by I 0 g, whenever it is defined. 
If I is a function defined on a group G, then xI denotes a function on G defined 
by xI(y) = I(xy). The support of a function I, denoted by supp(f), is the closure 
of the set of all points x where I( x) -=I- o. 

The dual pairing between a space V and it dual V* (see Definition 2.4.2) is 
denoted by (,). For any set of indices J, the closed linear span of a set of vectors 
{ua : a E J} in any given vector space is denoted by ({ U a : a E J}). 
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Let G be a locally compact topological group. We denote the right-invariant 
Baar measure on G by VG. e denotes the identity element of the group. For a 
subgroup H of G, the canonical mapping from G to the set of right-cosets G I II is 
denoted by PH. 

Let R, C, Q, Z and N denote the set of real numbers, the set of complex 
numbers, the set of rational numbers, the set of integers and t.he set of positive 
integers respectively, with their usual algebraic and topological structures. Let I 
denote a directed set. 

For any number p, 1 ~ p ~ 00, we let p' denot.e the conjugate exponent of p 
defined by lip + lip' = 1. 

The symbols ~ and ~ indicate an isometric isomorphism and a topological 
equivalence, respectively. 

2.2 Borel Spaces, G-action and quasi-invariant 
measures. 

Definition 2.2.1 {cf.Gaal[1.9},p.234} Let X be a topological space and let G be a 

locally compact topological g1'OUp. We say that G acts on X on the right if X is 
endowed with an external law of composition (s, x) >--+ x.s for which G is the sel of 
operators, satisfying the following conditions: 

(a) the mapping (s,x) >--+ X.S ofG x X into X is continuous; 

(b) (x.t).s = x.(ts) for' all s,t E G and x E X; 

(c) lhe mapping x >--+ x.s is a homeomorphism for every g E G. 

If x.s = x for every s E G and x E X we say that G acts trivially on X. 
G is said to act transitively on X (and X is called a tra nsitive G-space ) if for a.ny 
ordered pair (xt, X2) there exist an s in G such t.hat XI.S = X2. For each x E X the 
set x.C = {x.s : s E G} is called the orbit of x, and the set of all .~ E G such that 
x.s = x is called the stabilizer of x which is a subgroup of C. The relation R on 
X defined by x '" y iff x and y belong to the same orbit is an equivalence relat ion 
on X and the equivalence classes with respect to this relat.ion are the orbits of 
the points of X. The topological space XI R is called the orbit space of X or the 
quotient space of X hy the group G and is denoted by X/G. The topology of X/G 
is t.he quotient of the topology of X by R. 

If H is a closed subgroup in the locally compact topological group G then 
G acts on the homogeneous space X = G I H of right G-cosets via the mapping 
(s,Hx) >--+ Hx.s. This action is t.ransitive and has the properties (a) and (b) in 
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Definition 2.2.1. In particular, if we consider the action of a closed subgroup J{ 

of G on the homogeneous space Gj H we see that the orbits are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the double cosets H : J{. The stabilizer of H x E G j H under 
the action of J{ is HI n J{. 

Definition 2.2.2 (cf.Hewitt and Ross{26), p.118) Let X be a topological Hausdorff 
space. The a-algebra A(X) generated by the open subsets of X is called the Borel 

a-algebra on Xi the Borel subsets of X are those that belong to A(X). 

The following well known results which deal with properties of the Borel 
structures of G j Hand G are of fundamental importance to the development of 
our work. 

Throughout this section, let X denote the transitive G-space G j H. 

Lemma 2.2.3 There exists a Borel set B such that 

(a) B intersects each right G coset in exactly one point, and 

(b) for each compact subset J{ ofG, (PI/(PH(J{))) n B has a compact closure. 

Proof: See Mackey[31]' p.102, Lemma 1.1. 

o 

A set B with the properties described in Lemma 2.2.3 is called a regular Borel 

section of G with respect to H. 

Lemma 2.2.4 A subset E in X is Borel if and only if PI/(E) is Borel in G. A 
function f on X is a Borel function if and only if f 0 PH : x f---+ f(PH (x)) is a Borel 
function on G. 

Proof: See Mackey[31]' p.103, Lemma 1.2. 

o 

A Borel measure f-l on X is a countably additive, non-negative, extended 
real-valued set function defined on A(X) which is finite on compact sets. It is 
called quasi-invariant if the null sets of X are G invariant i.e. f-l(E) = 0 if and only 
if f-l(E.s) = O. In other words, every translated measure f-ls, defined by f-ls(E) = 
f-l(E.s), must be equivalent to f-l. A detailed study of these quasi-invariant measures 
on homogeneous spaces is given in [31], including the analytic properties of the 
Radon- Nikodym derivatives of their translates. 

For a given group G and a E G, let us write 6G(a) for the constant Radon
Nikodym derivative of the measure E f---+ l/G( a E) with respect to the measure 
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E f---+ vG(E). D.G is a continuous homomorphism of G into the group of positive 
real numbers and is called the modular function of G. For a given subgroup H of 
G, the modular function D.H is defined similarly. A group G is called unimodular 
if D.G(a) = 1 for all a E G. 

Lemma 2.2.5 Let G be a locally compact group and H a closed subgroup of G. 
There exists a strictly positive) real-valued continuous function PH on G such that 

(2.1) 

for all x E G and h E H. 

Proof: See Mackey[31]' p.104, Lemma 1.4 or Gaal[19]' p.260, Proposition 4. 

o 

A Borel function with properties stated in the above Lemma will be called a 
p-function. The existence of a strictly positive p-function satisfying the functional 
equation (2.1) has been established in a number of places in the literature. In 
particular, it is known that for every closed subgroup H in G there exists a function 
f3 on G with fH f3( hx )dvH( h) = 1 for all x E G which gives rise to a p-function of 
the required nature. The details of such a f3 function are given in the following 
Lemma. 

Lemma 2.2.6 For every closed subgroup H of a locally compact group G, there 
exists a function f3 on G with the following properties: 

(a) if J{ is any compact set in G, then f3 coincides on the strip H J{ with a function 
in Cri(G); 

(b) fH f3(hx)dvH(h) = 1 for all x E G. 

Proof: See Reiter[35], Chapter 8, section 1.9. 

o 

A function f3 on G satisfying the properties stated in Lemma 2.2.6 is called 
a Bruhat function for H. 

Given a Bruhat function (3 for a closed subgroup H, a p-function can be 
obtained by letting 

Then PH is continuous (d. (a) and [35], Chapter 3, section 3.2, Remark), PH(X) > 0 
for all x E G and PH satisfies (2.1). 
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For a given p-function p(sy)Jp(s) is a Borel function of sand y which is 
constant on the right H x G cosets in G x G. Since there is a natural homeomorphism 
from this coset space to X x G, these p-functions give rise to a unique Borel function 
Ap on X x G such that 

for all sand y in G. 

Lemma 2.2.7 The function Ap has the following properties: 

(a) for all x E X and s,t E G, Ap(X,st) = Ap(X.S,t)Ap(X,S); 

(b) for all hE H,Ap(PH(e),h) = !:::'H(h)J!:::'c(h); 

(c) Ap(pH(e), t) is bounded on compact sets as a function oft . 

Proof: See, for example, Gaal[19]' p.263, Lemma 10. 

Lemma 2.2.8 Let p be an arbitrary p-function on G. Then there exists a quasi
invariant measure J1 in X such that for all y E G, the corresponding A-function 
Ap has the property that Ap(" y) is a Radon-Nikodym derivative of the measure J1y 
with respect to the measure J1. 

Proof: See Mackey[31]' p.105, Lemma 1.5. 

o 

Let us write J1 >- A to mean that for all y E G, A(',y) IS a Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of the measure J1y with respect to 11. 

Theorem 2.2.9 There are quasi-invariant measures on X. Any two have the same 
null sets and hence are mutually absolutely continuous. A Borel set E in X is a 
null set if and only if Pl/(E) has Haar measure zero. The relations 11 >- A and 
A = Ap between quasi-invariant measures, A-functions and p-functions have the 
following properties: 

(a) Every A-function is of the form Ap; ApI = Ap2 if and only if pd P2 is a constant. 

(b) For every A-function there is a quasi-invariant measure 11 such that 11 >- A ; 
'if 111 >- A and 112 >- A then 111 is a constant multiple of 112' 

(c) For every quasi-invariant measure 11 there is a A-function such that 11 >- A. If 
11 >- Al and 11 >- A2 then for all t, A1(-, t) = A2(', t) almost everywhere in X. 

(d) If 11 >- ApI and 11 >- Ap2 then pd P2 is constant almost everywhere. 
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Proof: See Mackey[3l]' p.l06, Theorem 1.1. 

D 

The quasi-invariant measure on the homogeneous space G I H of a subgroup 
H of a group G will be denoted by f1H and the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the 
measure E f--+ f1H([E]y) with respect to the measure f1H is denoted by AH(., y). 

Given a p-function PH for a closed subgroup H of G, it is possible to construct 
a p-function for a conjugate subgroup HX (x E G) in an obvious manner. Following 
Lemma has the details. 

Lemma 2.2.10 Let PH : G f--+ (0,00) be a continuous p-function for the subgroup 
H. Then, for x E G, 

(2.2) 

defines a positive continuous p-function for HX. 

Proof: See Gaal[19], Chapter VI, Sec.lO, Lemma 3. 

D 

For simplicity of notation, AH(PH(X), y) will be written as AH(X, y), or by A(X, y) 
if the subgroup H is clearly understood. 

Corollary 2.2.11 For x E G let X= PH(X). If f1 denotes the quasi-invariant mea
sure corresponding to the function p then 

Lf(x)p(x)dVG(X) = JQ iHf(hx)dvH(h)df1(x), f E Co(G). 
H 

Proof:See Gaal[19], p.263, Corollary to Theorem 9. 

D 

Finally we shall discuss the notion of disintegration of measures which has been 
dealt with in a number of places in the literature (see, for example, Mackey[3l]' 
Halmos[23]) . 

Let f1 be a finite measure on X and suppose that there is an equivalence 
relation R given on X. For x E X let r(x) E XI R be the equivalence class to 
which x belongs. The equivalence relation is said to be measurable if there exists a 
countable family i!)1, b'2' ......... of subsets of XI R such that r-1(Ei ) is measurable 
for each i and such that each point in XI R is the intersection of the Ei which 
contain it. 

Let Hand f{ be closed subgroups of G. We say that Hand f{ are discretely 
related if there exists a subset of G whose complement has Haar measure zero and 
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which is itself the union of count ably many H : J{ double cosets. Hand J{ are 
said to be regularly related if there exists a sequence Eo, El , E 2 , ......... of measurable 
subsets of G each of which is a union of H : J{ double cosets such that Eo has Haar 
measure zero and each double coset not in Eo is the intersection of the Ei which 
contain it. Hence Hand J{ are regularly related if and only if the orbits of G I H 
under the action of J{, outside a certain set of measure zero, form the equivalence 
classes of a measurable equivalence relation. 

The following Lemma states that a measure I-" defined on X may be decom
posed as an integral over XI R of measures I-"y concentrated in the equivalence 
classes. 

Lemma 2.2.12 Let p, be the measure in XI R such that E ~ XI R is measurable 
if and only ifr-l(E) is I-" measurable and that P,(E) = l-"(r-l(E)). Then for each y 
in XI R there exists a finite Borel measure I-"y in X such that l-"y(X - r- l ({y})) = 0 
and 

J f(y) J g(x)dl-"y(x)dP,(y) = J f(r(x))g(x)dl-"(x), (2.3) 

whenever f E Ll(XI R, p,) and 9 is bounded and measurable on X. 

Proof: See Mackey[31]' p.124, Lemma 11.1 or Effros[13]' Lemma 4.4. 

o 

Lemma 2.2.13 Let the measure I-" on X be quasi-invariant. Then, in the disin
tegration of I-" as in Lemma 2.2.12, almost all of the I-"y are also quasi-invariant 
under the action of G. 

Proof: See Mackey[31]' p.126, Lemma 11.5. 

o 

2.3 Banach Bundles 

The following definitions and the results in terms of Banach bundles are due to 
Fell (see [15J, Chapter 2 and [16]). 

Definition 2.3.1 A bundle B over a Hausdorff space X is a pair (B, 0) such that 
B is a Hausdorff' space called the bundle space of Band 0 : B 1---7 X is a continuous 
open surjection called the bundle projection of B. X is called the base space of B, 
and for x E X, O-l(X) = {e : O(e) = x,e E B} is called the fibre over X and is 
denoted by Bx. 
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Definition 2.3.2 A bundle 8 = (8, B) over X is a Banach semi-bundle over X 
if we can define a norm making each fibre 8 x into a Banach space satisfying the 
following conditions: 

(a) e f---+ Ilell is upper semi-continuous on 8 to n. 
(b) The operation + is continuous on the set ((e,1]) E 8 x 8: B(e) = B(1])} to 8. 

(c) For each A in C, the map e f---+ A.e is continuous on 8 to 8. 

(d) Ifx E X and {ei} is a net of elements of8 such that Ileill---7 0 and B(ei) ---7 x, 
then ei ---7 Ox, where Ox denotes the zero element of the Banach space Bx. 

A bundle B = (B, B) over X is called a Banach bundle if it satisfies (b), (c) 
and (d) above together with the condition that 

(it) e f---+ lie II is continuous on B to n. 

Given a Banach space A and a Hausdorff space X, it is easy construct a Banach 
bundle by letting B = A x X and B(e, x) = x. Then (8, B) is a bundle over X and 
if we equip each fibre A X {x} with the Banach space structure making e f---+ (e, x) 
an isometric isomorphism, then it becomes a Banach bundle. The Banach bundle 
(B, B) so constructed is called a trivial Banach bundle. 

Let X and Y be any two Hausdorff spaces and ¢ : Y f---+ X be a continuous 
map. Suppose 8 = (8, B) is a Banach (semi- )bundle over X. Let B# be the 
topological subspace {(y, e) : y E Y, e E B, ¢(y) = B( e)} of Y x 8; and define 
B# : 8# f---+ Y by B#(y, e) = y. Then B# is a continuous open surjection since B is 
open. Hence (B#, B#) is a bundle over Y. For y E Y, we make 8ff = B# -1 (y) into a 
Banach space in such a way that the bijection e f---+ (y, e) of 8",(y) onto Bff becomes 

a linear isometry. Then (8#, B#), denoted by 8#, becomes a Banach (semi- )bundle 
which is called the Banach (semi- )bundle retraction of 8 by ¢. 

Let i# : B# f---+ B be the surjection given by i#(y, 0 = e. Then, we have the 
following diagram: 

B# 1 1 B 

yrtx 
Since B(i#(y,e)) = B(e) = ¢(y) = ¢(B#(y,O), we have Bi# = ¢B#, and the diagram 
commutes. 

Suppose B = (8, B) and D = (D, rJ) are Banach (semi- )bundles over the same 
base space X. Let u : B f---+ D be a map for which the diagram 
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()'\./{) 
X 

commutes, so that ()( e) = {) (u( e)) for e E B. Let Y be another Hausdorff space 
and ¢Y : Y ~ X be a continuous map. Let B# and V# be the retractions of Band 
V by ¢Y respectively. Define the map j#(u) : B#~V# by 

j#(u)(y,O = (y,u(O)· 

Then 
{)#(j#(u)((y, e))) = {)#((y,u(e)) = y = ()#(y,e), 

for (y, e) E B#, so that the diagram; 

B# 1#(~) V# 

commutes. 

Suppose u : B ~ V is a continuous and open map. It is clear that the map 
j# (u) is the restriction of the map (j, u) : Y X B ~ Y xV, where j is the identity 
map from Y to itself and (j,u)(y,O = (y,u(e)). Clearly, (j,u) is a continuous, 
open map. Let U C B# be an open set. Then there exists an open set U ~ Y X B 
such that U = un B#. Let j#(u)U = V and (j,u)(U) = V. Now V is an open 
set in Y x V and V ~ V n V#. Note that if (y,O tf. B#, then ¢y(y) i= ()(e), and 
therefore {)(u(e)) = ()(O i= ¢y(y), which implies that (y,u(e)) tf. V#. Therefore, if 
x E V n V# is the image of z E U, then z cannot be outside of B#. This implies 
that V = V n V#, which shows that V is an open set in V#. Hence j#( u) is an 
open map. 

Now we turn to the construction of a particular type of Banach 
(semi- )bundle. Let the Banach (semi- )bundle B = (B, ()) over X with B = HxX be 
such that H is a Banach space, X is a Hausdorff space and ()( e, x) = x. Suppose that 
there is an equivalence relation R given on X. Let r be the canonical mapping from 
X to XI R. For x E X, let r( x) E XI R be the equivalence class to which x belongs. 
Define BR = (BR, ()R) over XI R by letting BR = H x XI Rand ()R(e, r(x)) = r(x). 
Clearly, both bundles Band BR are trivial bundles with constant fibre H (see 
Section 2.3, p.10). 

Proposition 2.3.3 The Banach bundle retraction 

BR# = (BR#, ()R#) 

of BR by r is topologically equivalent to B = (B, ()). 
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Proof: The two Banach bundles BR # and B have the same base space X. 

BR# ((x', (e,r(x))) : O(e,r(x)) = r(x'),x',x E X,e E H} 

{(x',(e,r(x))): x' E r(x),x',x E X,e E H}, 

and for x E X, Bx = {(e,x) : e E H}, while B;;# = {(x, (e,r(x))) : e E H}. 
Clearly, the mapping (e, x) f-7 (x, (e, r( x))) is a homeomorphism. 

o 

Definition 2.3.4 A cross-section of B is a function f : X f-7 B such that f( x) E Bx 
for each x E X. The linear space of all continuous cross-sections of B is denoted 
by C(B) and the subspace of C(B) consisting of those cross-sections which vanish 
outside some compact set is denoted by Co(B). The set of all bounded cross-sections 
is denoted by B(B). 

We say that B has enough continuous cross-sections if for every e E B there 
exists a continuous cross-section f: X f-7 B for which f(O(e)) = e. 

The following unpublished result about the existence of enough continuous 
cross-sections has been proved by A.Douady and L.dal Soglio-Herault . 

Theorem 2.3.5 If X is either paracompact or locally compact, every Banach bun
dle over X has enough continuous cross-sections. 

Proof: See Fell[15]' p.324. 

o 

Definition 2.3.6 (Gierz[20j, p.80) Let B = (B, 0) be a Banach (semi-)bundle over 
X. Let F be a subset of B. Then (F,O) is called a Banach (serni- )subbundle if 

(a) 0-1(X) n F is a subspace of Bx for every x E X, and 

(b) given e E F and E > 0, there is a neighborhood N of O(e) and a continuous 
cross-section f : N f-7 B such that f( x) E F for all x E N and such that 
Ilf(O(e)) - ell < E. 

Furthermore, a sub bundle (F,O) is called fibrewise closed ifO-l(x) nF is closed in 
Bx for every x E X. 

Definition 2.3.7 Let 1 ~ p < 00. A cross-section of B is said to be pth-power 

su rn rna ble if it is locally It-measurable and 

The space of all pth_power summable cross-sections is denoted by Lp(B; It). 
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Lp(B; f-l) is a Banach space under the norm II lip defined in Definition 2.3.8. 

Definition 2.3.8 The space Loo(B; f-l) is defined to be the space of all f-l-essentially 
bounded cross-sections of B. 

Loo(B; f-l) is a Banach space under the norm Ilflloo = f-l-ess SUPxEX Ilf(x)ll. 

2.4 Banach Modules and Representations of lo
cally compact groups 

Banach modules 

Let G be a locally compact group. We let M(G) denote the Banach algebra 
of all finite complex-valued regular Borel measures on G. The group algebra is 
denoted by L( G), and is considered to be the two-sided ideal in M (G) consisting 
of the elements of M(G) which are absolutely continuous with respect to the Haar 
measures on G (cf.Hewitt and Ross[26], p.269). 

Definition 2.4.1 (cf.Rieffel[37}) p.446.) 

(a) Let V be a Banach space and A be a set. Then a left Banach A-module is 
defined to be the Banach space V together with a map 

AxVt---tV 

(a,v) t---t av 

such that for any fixed a E A, the map v t---t av is a bounded linear operator. 
We let Iialiv be the bound of this operator. 

(b) If the set A is a locally compact group with identity e) then in addition to (a) 
we require that 

(1) ev = v for all v E V; 

(2) a(bv) = (ab)v for all a, bE A and v E V; and 

(3) the map A x V t---t V be continuous. 

If Iialiv = 1 for every a E: A, we say that V is an isometric A-module. 

(c) If the set A is an algebra then in addition to (a) we need V to be a left module 
over A in the algebraic sense. 
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(d) If A is a Banach algebra then in addition to (c) we require that the bilinear 
map A x V r-+ V be continuous, so that there is a constant k such thal 
Ilavll ::; kilallllvil for all a E A, v E V; where 11.\1 denotes the norm in the 
corresponding Banach spaces. 

Right Banach A-modules are defined similarly. 

If G is a locally compact group and V is a uniformly bounded G-module, 
then it is well known (see, for example, Hewitt and Ross[26]'p.269) that an action 
of M( G) on V can be defined by 

mv = faxvdm(x) 

for m E M( G), v E V. With this action V becomes an M( G)-module and so also 
an L(G)-module. 

Definition 2.4.2 (Rieffel[3'l},p.447) Let A be a set and V and W be A-modules. 
An intertwining operator is a continuous A-module homomorphism; that is, a 
bounded linear operator T from V to W which satisfies T( av) = a(T( v)) for all 
a E A, v E V. The Banach space of all intertwining operators (with the operator 
norm) is denoted by HomA(V, W). 

The A-module H om(V, C) where C is lhe complex field, is called the dual of 
V, and is denoted by V*. 

If V and Ware A -modules such that W = V*, then V is called the pred ual 
ofW. 

Definition 2.4.3 (Rieffel[3'l},p.453) Ld A be a Banach algebra and let V be an 
A-module. Then V is said to be an essential A-module ~f AV = {av : a E A, v E V} 
is dense in V. 

Definition 2.4.4 (Rieffel[3'l},p.453) Let A be a Banach algebra. An approximate 
identity for A is a net {ej LEJ, where J is a directed set, of clements of A having 
the pr·operty that limj eja = a and limj aej = a for all a E A. 

Proposition 2.4.5 If A is a Banach algebra with bounded approxim ate identity 
{ej} and if V is an A-modll.le, then the following are equivalent: 

(a) V is an essential A-module; 

(b) limj ejV = v for every v E V. 

(c) given v E V, there exist v' E V and a E A such that 1) = av'. 
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Proof: See Rieffel[37], Proposition 3.4. 

D 

Definition 2.4.6 (Rieffel[37},p.454.) Let A be a Banach algebra with bounded 
approximate identity and let V be an A -module. Then the closed linear subspace 
of V spanned by AV is called the essential part of V and is denoted by Ve. 

REMARK I. (Rieffel[37], p.456.) If G is a locally compact group and Z is a 
G-module, then the linear subspace of Z* on which the action of G is strongly 
continuous is exactly (Z*)e. 

Representations of locally compact groups 

Definition 2.4.7 (cf.Gaal[19), Chapter IV.) Let G be a locally compact group and 
H a closed subgroup of G. By a representation 7r of H on a Banach Space 1i(7r) 
we mean a homomorphism h I--t 7r( h) of the group H into the group U(1i( 7r)) 
of all isometries of 1i( 7r) onto itself such that for any u E H( 7r) the function 
h I--t (7r(h))(u) is continuous in the norm topology on H(7r). Thus in particular we 
require 7r(h)7r(t) = 7r(ht) and 7r(h-1

) = (7r(h)tl for all h, t E H. 

Definition 2.4.8 (cf.Mackey[33]) Given a representation 7r of a subgroup H of G 
on a Banach space H(7r), the representation 7r X of the subgroup HX = x-1Hx on 
the space 1i(7r) is defined by 7rX(b) = 7r(xbx-1 ) for b E HX. 

Let 7r and I be representations of the locally compact group G. A bounded 
linear operator T from H( 7r) to Hb) is called an intertwining operator for 7r and I 
if 7r( x)T = T , ( x) for all x E G. The vector space of all intertwining operators is 
denoted by I ntG( 7r, I) and the dimension (possibly infinite) of this space, called 
the intertwining number, is denoted by 8(7r,,), 

An operator from a Hilbert space H to a Hilbert space K is called a Hilbert

Schmidt operator if for some maximal orthonormal system {xd (i E I, a general 
index set) in 1i, one has L:i IITxil12 < 00. An intertwining operator T : H( 7r) I--t 

1i(,), where 1i(7r) and H(,) are Hilbert spaces, is said to be a strong intertwining 

operator if it is an Hilbert-Schmidt operator. The space of all strong intertwining 
operators for 7r and I is denoted by S.IntG(7r,,), 

Definition 2.4.9 (cf.Gaal[19},p.152.) Two representations 7r and I of the group 
G are called eq uivalent if there exists an isometry f of H( 7r) onto Hb) such that 
If = f7rj i.e. I(x)f = f7r(x) for every x in G. 
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If 11" and, are equivalent we write 11" ~ ,. Therefore, 11" ~ , if and only if 
Inta(1I",,) contains an isometry of H(1I") onto 11(/). 

For a given represeniation 11" of a group G on a Ba.nach space H( 1f) let. liS 

define the map 11"*: H t-t U((H(1I"))*) such t.hat. 1I"*(h) = (1I"(h-l))*. We see that 1f' 

is a representation of G on the Banach space H( 11"*) = (H( 11"))* , if H( 11") is refiexi ve 
(Proposition 3.3.2). We call 11"* the adjoint representation of 11". 

2.5 The induced representations of locally com
pact groups 

Let G be a locally compact group and H a closed subgroup of G. Suppose that 
11" is a representation of H on a Hilbert space H(1I"). Let J1- be any quasi-invariant 
measure in the homogeneous space X = G / H of right cosets which belongs to a 
continuous p-function. Let us denote by MH the sei of all continllolls functions f 
from C to H( 11") which sat.isfy the covariance condition 

J(hx) = 1I"hf(x) 

for all h E H and x E G and such t.hat IIJ(-)II has compact support in X. The 
inner product 

UhJz) := L Ul(x),Jz(x))dJ1-(x) 

can be introduced since the integrand is constant on each right coset H x and hence 
defines a function on X. We identify two elements f and 9 of MH if Ilf - 911 = 0 
where 11·11 denotes the norm derived from (', .) . The same symbol MH will be used 
to denote the inner product space of equivalence classes. 

The complex Hilbert space obtained by complet.ing the inner product space 
M H will be denoted by L2 ( 1f , {L). 

Definition 2.5.1 (cj.Gaal[19), Chapter VI, Sec. 4, Definition 1) The induced 
representation JLU;: G H U(L2(1I",{L)) is defined by 

(I>U; 1)( x) := A(X, y)! f(xy) 

for each x, y E G and J E L2( 1r, J1-), where A(" y) is the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
of the measure J1-y with respect to the measure J.l. 

The fact that I>U; is a well defined representation is dealt with in detail in 
Mackey[31] (p.I07) and Gaal [19] (p.348) . 

Theorem 2.5.2 Let J.l and 1-" be quasi-invariant measures on X. Then there exists 
, ' an isometry W from L2(1I", 1-') onto L2(1I", 1-') such that W(I>U;) = (I> U;)W for all , 

y E G. In other words, I.he two representations JLU; and!' U; aTe equivalent. 
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Proof: See Mackey[3l], p.107. 

o 

In Chapter 3, Section 3, we will be introducing p-induced representations U; 
which is a generalisation of the above to include Lp spaces as the representation 
spaces. In order to discuss the properties of the adjoints U;,*, IIp+ lip' = 1, of such 
representations, we need to consider the space Lpl( 7r*). It is known (cf.Gretsky and 
Uhl[2l]) that the space Lp(X, 11)*, where X is a Banach space, is not necessarily 
the same as Lpl (X* ,11); but the equality holds if the space X satisfies the Radon
Nikodym property. First, we will state few definitions of terms which are necessary 
to define this property. 

Definition 2.5.3 (Dunford and Schwartz[10), p.97} Let 11 be a set function defined 
on the field E of subsets of a set S. Then for every E in E the total variation of 11 
on E, denoted by v(l1, E), is defined as 

n 

v(l1, E) = sup L II1(Ei )l, 
i=l 

where the supremum is taken over all finite sequences {Ed of disjoint sets in E 
with Ei ~ E. 

Definition 2.5.4 (Dunford and Schwartz[10), p.131} Let" 11 be finitely additive 
set functions defined on a field E. Then, is said to be continuous with respect to 
11 or simply l1-continuous, if 

Definition 2.5.5 (Gretsky and Uhl[21), Chapter III, Sec. 1, Definition 3.) Let 
(0, E, 11) be a measure space. A Banach space X is said to have the Radon-Nikodym 
property with respect to (0, E, 11) if for each l1-continuous vector measure F : E -+ 

X of bounded variation there exists 9 E L 1 (X, 11) such that F(E) = IE gdl1 for all 
E E E. A Banach space X has the Radon-Nikodym property if X has the Radon
Nikodym property with respect to every finite measure space. 

Theorem 2.5.6 Let (.0, E, J.l) be a a-finite measure space, 1 :s; p < 00, and let X 
be a Banach space. Then Lp(O, X, 11)* = Lpl(n, X*, 11), where lip + lip' = 1, if 
and only if X* has the Radun-Nikudym p'f"upe'f"ly with respect Lo 11. 

Proof: See Gretsky and Uhl[2l], Chapter IV, Sec. 1, Theorem 1. 

o 
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Theorem 2.5.7 Let (O,E,p) be a nonatomic finite measure space and X be a 
Banach space. Then Lp(O, X, 11) has the Radon-Nikodym proper'Ly if and only if 
1 < p < 00 and X has the Radon-Nikodym property. 

Proof: See Gretsky and Uhl[21], Chapter V, Sec.4, Theorem 1. 

o 

2.6 Tensor product spaces 

Let X and Y be vector spaces. Then there is a vector space Wand a bilinear map 
w : X X Y f---+ W such that for any bilinear map "p : X X Y f---+ V, where V is a 
vector space, we can find a linear map <p such that the diagram 

XxY~W 

commutes. If X and Y are normed vector spaces then W can be given a norm in 
such a way that w is continuous. If"p is continuous so is <p. Evidently in this case 

Let Bilin(X x Y, V) denote the space of all (bounded) bilinear operators from 
X X Y to V and let £(W, V) be the set of all continuous linear operators from 
W to V. Define Ov : £(Hl, V) f--) Bilin(X x Y, V) by Ov(<p) = <pw . (IIO\TII = Ilwil 
unless V is the zero vector space.) We have the following definition: 

Definition 2.6.1 (cf.Gaal[19), Chapter VI, Sec.S.} A tensor product of (noTTned) 
vector spaces X and Y is a pair (W,w) where W is a (normed) vector space and 
w : X x Y f---+ W is a (bounded) bilinear operator such that for every (normed) 
vector space V the map Ov is (an isometry) a bijection. In oLher words, (W, w) 
is a tensor product of X and Y if and only if for every V and every (bounded) 
bilinear operator ~) : X X Y f--) V there exists a unique (bounded) linear oper'aLor 
rj; : W f---+ V such that the above diagram is commutative (and 11<p11 = 11"p11). 

Lemma 2.6.2 Suppose that (ltV, w) is a tensor product of X and Y. Then W is the 
smallest linear subset generated by the clements of the form w(x, y), x E X, Y E Y. 

Proof: See, for example, Gaal[19], Chapter VI, Sec.3. 

o 
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Definition 2.6.3 (Light and Cheney[29}) p.2) When X and Yare vector spaces) 
the above defined tensor product is called the algebraic tensor product of X and Y 
and will be denoted by X ® Y. The element w( x, y) is denoted by x ® y. 

Since w is bilinear, we have the following computation rules: 

(x + x') ® y = x ® y + x' ® y, x ® (y + y') = x ® y + x ® y', 

and 
(Ax) ® y = x ® (AY) = A(x ® y) = AX ® y. 

From Lemma 2.6.2 it is clear that every element of X ® Y can be represented 
in the form z = ~iXi ® Yi where Xl, ... ,Xn EX, yl, ... ,Yn E Y. 

Lemma 2.6.4 Every expression I:~1 Xi ® Yi is equivalent to either 0 ® 0 or to an 
expression ~i=1 ai ® bi with n :S m, where {al, . .. ,an} and {b1, . .. , bn} are linearly 
independent sets. 

Proof: See Light and Cheney[29], p.2. 

D 

If X and Yare normed spaces, it is possible to construct norms in X ® Y 
using those in X and Y. A norm a in X ® Y is called a cross-norm (d. Light and 
Cheney[29]) if it satisfies a(x ®y) = iixiixiiyiiy. Among many ways of constructing 
a norm on X ® Y, the following four (which are known to be cross-norms,) are of 
great interest to our work. 

Definition 2.6.5 (cf. Light and Cheney[29}) For z = I:i=1 Xi ® Yi E X ® Y, 

(1) the greatest cross-norm 0" of z is defined by 

n 

O"(z) := inf{L: iixiiiiiYiii : Xi E X,Yi E Y} 
i=1 

where the infimum is taken with respect to all representations of z; 

(2) the least cross-norm, of z defined by 

n 

,(z) := suPx.,y.{L: iX*(Xi)Y*(Yi)i : X* E X*,y* E Y*, iix*ii = iiY*ii = 1}; 
·;....:1 

(3) for 1 :S p :S 00, the p-nuclear norm a p of z is defined by 

n 1 

O:p(z) := infxi,y,{(L: I\ XiI\P)p I1p'(YI,'" Yn)} 
i=1 
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I 1 

where J.lp/(Yl, ... Yn) := SUP{(1:£=1 1~(Yi)IP)P' : ~ E Y*, II~II = 1} for 1 ~ 
pi < 00, and J.lOO(Y1, ... Yn):= sup{ max1<i<nl~(Yi)l: ~ E Y*,II~II = 1}. 

- - 1 

The infimum is taken with respect to all representatons of z) and (1:£=1 IlxillP)p is 
understood to mean maxillxill when p = 00; 

(4) when X and Yare Hilbert spaces) the Hilbert-Schmidt norm (3(z) of z is defined 
by 

n n 

(3(z) := {L L(Xi, Xj)X(Yi, yj)Y}~' 
i=1 j=1 

where (-, ·)x and (., ·)Y are inner products in X and Y respectively. 

It is known that the above norms are well defined in their tensor product 
space (see, for example, Light and Cheney[29]). The completion of X 0 Y with 
respect to a norm a is a Banach space (resp. Hilbert space) denoted by X 00' Y, 
whenever X and Yare Banach spaces (resp. Hilbert spaces). 

Let V and W be Banach spaces, and let a be a norm on V 0 W. Let LeV, W*) 
be the set of all continuous linear operators from V to W*. For A E LeV, W*), the 
supremum, 

n n 

sup{IL(AXi)(Yi)l: a(Lxi 0Yi) = 1,xi E V,Yi E W}, 
Xi ,Yi i=1 i=1 

is denoted by IIAIIO'. The set of all operators having IIAIIO' < 00 is denoted by 
£O'(V, W*). 

It is well known (see, for example, Light and Cheney[29], p.15) that if a is a 
cross-norm on V 0 W, then 

(2.4) 

In particular, 

(a) if we choose a to be the greatest cross-norm (/, we have 

(V 0(7 W)* = LeV, W*); (2.5) 

(b) in the case where V and Ware Hilbert spaces, if we choose the cross-norm 
(3, we have 

(V 0 /3 W)* = HS(V, W*), (2.6) 

where H S(V, W*) denotes the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators from V to W*. 

Let G be a locally compact group and V and W be left Banach G-modules. 
Let L be the closed linear subspace of V 00' W spanned by elements of the form 

av 0 w - v 0 wa, a E G, v E V, w E W. 
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The quotient Banach space (V ®C< W)j L is called the G-module tensor product, and 
is denoted by V®aW. TheIl we have a natural isometric isomorphism 

Homa(V, W*) ~ (V®~W)*. (2.7) 

where HornG(V, W*) is the space of intertwining operators from V to W*. If the 
greatest. cross-norm is considered (2.7) will be written in the form 

Inta(V, W*) ~ (V®aW)*, (2.8) 

where Inta(l/, lV*) denotes the Banach space of all continuous intertwining opera
tors from V to W* with the operator norm. In the case of Hilbert spaces, we have 
the analogous result 

(V®~W)* ~ IISa(V, W*), (2.9) 

where HSu(V, W*) denotes the space of all intertwining operators from V to W* 
with finite Hilbert-Schmidt norm (See Rieffel[37], Corollary 2.13 and Light and 
Cheney[29J). 

Let t E VSlaW with an expansion of the form t = L~l Vi IZ: Wi for Vi E V 
and Wi E W (see Grothendieck[22]). Then the linear functional F on Inta(V, W*) 
which corresponds to t has value L~l (Wi, TVi) at T E Inta(V, W* ). Therefore the 
topology on 1 nta(V, W*) defined by the these linear fundionals corresponds to the 
weak*-topologyon V®GW. 

Definition 2.6.6 (Rieffcl{36), p.73) The topology on Intc(V, W*) which COTT'C

sponds to the weak*-topology on V®aW is called the ultraweak*-operator topology 

Finally, we state a few important results regarding p-nuclear norms a p which 
will be used in Chapter 5. 

Theorem 2.6.7 Let S be a finite measure space and 1 :::; p < 00. 

(a) If Y is a Banach space such that, under the natural map, 

then 

(b) If T is a finite measure space then, under the natural maps, 

(1) Lp(S) ®,,'p Lp(T) ~ Lp(T) ®"p Lp(S); and 

(2) Lp(S) ®"'p Lp(T) ~ Lp(S x T). 

Proof: See Light and CheneY[29], Theorems 1.50, 1.51 and Corollary 1.52. 
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2.7 Theory of AZ spaces 

In the classical theory, A~ spaces were constructed using the usual Lebesgue spaces 
Lp( G), where G is a locally compact topological group. First we state the following 
Proposition which motivates the Definition 2.7.2. 

Proposition 2.7.1 Let f E Lp( G) and 9 E Lq( G), where 1 :s; p, q :s; 00. 

(a) Suppose G is compact. Then the convolution 

is defined almost everywhere) f * 9 E Lr( G), and 

where r is defined as follows: 

(1) if l/p + l/q > 1, then l/r = l/p + l/q - 1; 

(2) if l/p + l/q :s; 1, then r = 00 . In this case) f * 9 E C(G) . 

(b) Suppose that G is not compact and l/p + l/q 2: 1,1 :s; p,q < 00. Then f * 9 
is defined almost everywhere and 

1 

where l/r = l/p + l/q -1. If l/p + l/q = 1, then (f:lG(')Fi(f * g) E C(X) (G). 

Proof: See Rieffel[36], Prop. 3.1 and 5.3. 

o 

Let f E Lp( G) and 9 E Lq( G), where 1 :s; p, q :s; 00. Define a bilinear map b 
from Lp(G) x Lq(G) into Lr(G) or C(G) by 

1 

b(f,g) = (f:lG(·))l1 f * g, f E Lp(G),g E Lq(G). 

(Note that this is the same formula as in (a)(2) of the above Proposition, since 
compact groups are unimodular.) Then Ilbll :s; 1, and we can lift it to a linear map 
B from Lp(G) 0 (1 Lq(G) into either Lr(G) or C(G), depending upon the value of 
r, with IIBII :s; 1. 

Definition 2.7.2 (cf.Rieffel{36}) Definition 3.2.} The space A~ is defined to be 
the range of B, with the quotient norm. 
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Considering the fact that an element of Lp (G) ®O" Lq (G) has an expansion of 
the form L:~1 fi ® gi, we see that the elements of A~ consist of those functions h 
on G which have at least one expansion of the form 

1 

h = (~G(·))p'~~lfi * gi, 

with fi E Lp(G), gi E Lq(G) and ~~lllfillpllgillq :::; 00 with the expansion converg
ing in the norm of Lr(G) or C(G). 

The following is a summary of some well known, important results in this 
regard (cf.Rieffel[36]). 

Theorem 2.7.3 Let L be the closed subspace of Lp(G) 00" Lq(G) spanned by ele
ments of the form (<p * J) ® 9 - f ® (J* g), where <p E L1 (G), f E Lp(G), 9 E Lq(G) 
and J(x):= ~(X-l)<p(x-l). Let Lp(G) ®aLq(G) denote the quotient Banach space 
Lp(G) ®O" Lq(G)/L. Then, 

(1) if G is compact, 1 < p, q :::; 00, and either p < 00 or q < 00, we have the 
isometric isomorphism 

(2) if G is non-compact and l/p + l/q < 1, p < 00, q < 00, then 

(3) ifG is non-compact and 1/p+1/q 2: 1,1 < p,q < 00, then Lp(G)®aLq(G) ~ 
A~ if and only if every element of HomG(Lp(G), Lq(G)) can be approximated 
in the ultraweak operator topology by operators of the form T", : f f---+ f * <p, f E 
Lp( G), <p E Co( G), the space of continuous functions with compact support. 

Proof: See Rieffel[36]' Theorems 3.3, 4.1 and 5.5. 

D 

It is known that if G is an Abelian or compact, every element of H omG(Lp(G), Lq(G)) 
can be approximated in the ultraweak operator topology by operators of the form 
T", (see Figa-Talamanca and Gaudry[18]' Theorem 1 and Rieffel[36], p.79). 

Theorem 2.7.4 Let G be an Abelian group. Let M$ denote the space of bounded 
operatorsT on Lp(G) to Lq(G), (1 :::; p,q < (0), which commutes with translations; 
that is, TxT = TTx , for all x E G, where Txf(y) := f(x + y). Then the space M$ is 
isometrically isomorphic to (A~)*, the (topological) dual of A~. 
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Proof: See Figa-Talamanca[17, 18]. 

o 

Herz[25] defined A~ spaces using Banach spaces of representations of a locally 
compact group as follows. Let 7r be a representation of a group G and H( 7r) be 
the corresponding Banach space. Let the map II( 7r) : H( 7r) ® (H( 7r))* ---+ Cu ( G), 
where Cu(G) is the space of bounded uniformly continuous functions on G in the 
supremum norm, be defined by II(7r) : (J ® g)(x) = (7r(x)f, g). The quotient 
of H( 7r) ® (H( 7r))* by the kernel of II( 7r) is called the space of 7r-representative 
functions, and is denoted by A( 7r). 

In particular, if the right (resp.left) regular representation >'p(C) (in Herz's 
notation in [25] ,) on an Lp space is considered, the corresponding A( >'p( C)) space 
is denoted by Ap. 

The following are the main results in [25], regarding Ap spaces: 

Theorem 2.7.5 

(a) If 7r is a representation in a p-space H( 7r), then multiplication of funtions gives 
a morphism 

(b) Ap is a Banach algebra under pointwise addition and multiplication of func
tions. 

(c) If p :::; q :::; 2 or p ~ q ~ 2 then multiplication of functions gives a morphism 

Proof: See Herz[25]. 

o 
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Chapter 3 

Preliminaries 

This Chapter has two main aims: 

(a) to present some new definitions, notations and results which are essential 
for later use; and 

(b) to state and prove some interesting results on p-induced representations 
which came to light as a consequence of our theory. 

The contents of the three sections (which are independent of each other) 
are as follows: Section 3.1 is devoted to proving some important results regard
ing A-functions (see Sec.2.2) which are used as essential tools in the calculations 
throughout our work. Lemma 3.1.3 describes an identity among A-functions of a 
particular set of subgroups of a given group, which plays an important role in the 
development of the theory. Section 3.2 deals with some new notations and results 
on Banach (semi- )bundles. Section 3.3 consists of results on adjoints of represen
tations and p-induced representations. In particular, Moore's version of Frobenius 
Reciprocity Theorem (see Moore[34]) is dealt with in a general setting, where the 
corresponding coset spaces do not have to possess an invariant measure. 

3.1 Some important results on A-functions 

Lemma 3.1.1 Let G be a locally compact group. Let Hand f{ be closed subgroups 
of G with f{ ~ H. Then there exist positive quasi-invariant measures flK on G If{) 
flH on GIH and fJ, on HIK such that) for FE Co(GIK), 

f f (f AK(y, t) ) J-fI F(z)dflK(Z) = JQ J4I A ( )F(yt)dfJ,(y) dflH(t), 
J( H J( Hy,t 

(3.1) 

whenever the integrals exist. 
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Proof: By Reiter[35], p.158,(see also Mackey[31]), there exists a continuous, strictly 
positive function PK OIl G and a positive measure PK on G I 1{ such that 

( f(u)dvG(u) = {G ({ .t /(SZ)dVK(S))dPK(z), .lG .I 'K .II< PK sz 
(3.2) 

for f E Co(G). 

Also, by the same reasoning, there exists a continuous, strictly positive func
tion PH on G and a positive measure PH on G I H such that 

Let 15 = PI< I PH. We see that 

15(sx) = pK(sx)lpH(SX) = (~K(s)/~H(S))15(x), 
for s E K and x E G. Thus 15 , restricted to H, is a p-function for the homogeneous 
space HI K. If we let p. be a quasi-invariant measure associated with this p-function, 
we have 

1 { {(1 pH(SY) ) ~ f(u)dvG(u) = .I".lff . ( ) ( /(syi)dvK(S) dp(y)PH(t).(3.3) 
G Ti Ii' K PK sy PH syt 

By Reiter[35], p.L65, for a given F E C(G/K), there exists a function 
f E C (G) such that 

(3.1) 

where Z = PI«z). Comparing equations (3.2) and (3.3), and llRing (3.4), we see 
that 

JQ F(z)dpI«z) = 
J( 

o 

Let PH be a given quasi-invariant measure on G I H with the correspond
ing A-function AH. Consider the homeomorphism cPx : GIHx f-+ GIR given by 
rPx(u) = xu. Define a measure /lHX on GIHx by /lHx(E) = (.lH(r/Jx(E)) whenever 
E is such that x.E is measurable. Clearly, (.lHX is quasi-invariant if and only if (.lH 
is. The corresponding A-function of (.lHX is denoted by AHx. The following result 
states the relationship between AH and AHx. 
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Lemma 3.1.2 For x, t E G and for almost all v E GjH 

AHx(X-1V, t) = AH(V, t). 

Proof: For f E Co(Gj H), we have 

J~ f(xu)d/-lH(<Px(u)) 
HX 

1-/1- f(xu)d/-lHx(u). 
HX 

Changing variables u 1-+ ut, the above gives 

J~ AHx(U, t)f(xut)d/-lHx(u) 
HX 

JQ AHx(X-1V, t)f(vt)d/-lH(v). 
H 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

On the other hand, changing variables v 1-+ vt in the integral JQ f(v)d/-lH(v), we 
H 

obtain 

JQ f(v)d/-lH(v) = JQ AH(V, t)f(vt)d/-lH(v) . 
H H 

(3.8) 

Hence, comparing equations (3.7) and (3.8), we have 

for x, t E G and for almost all v E G j H, as required. 

o 

Let us turn to the most important result in this section; namely, an identity 
among A-functions of certain subgroups of a given group G. 

Let .6. = {(x, x) : x E G} be the diagonal subgroup of G x G. Consider the 
right action of .6. on the coset space (G x G) j (H x I<). The stabilizer of the coset 
(Hx,I<y) is (H x I<)(x,y) n.6. and the orbit is the double coset (H x I<)(x,y).6.. 
Let T be the set of all double cosets (H x I<) : .6. of G x G; that is, the set of all 
orbits. For each (x,y) E G x G, let k(x,y) denote the (H x I<) : .6. double coset 
to which (x, y) belongs. If lIo is any finite measure in G X G with the same null 
sets as Haar measure we define a measure /-l(H,K) on T by /-l(H,K) (F) = lIo(k-1(F)) 
whenever F is such that k-1(F) is measurable. Using Mackey's terminology, we 
call such a measure an admissible measure in T. We obtain the following result as 
a consequence of Lemma 2.2.12. 

Lemma 3.1.3 Suppose that H and I< are regularly related. Let.6. be the diagonal 
subgroup of G x G and T denote the set of all (H x I<) : .6. double eosets in G x G. 
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Then for each double coset D(x,y) = H x K(x,y)fl there exists a quasi-invariant 
measure /1x,y on Gj(HX n KY), x, y E G, and )..HxnKY with /1x,y ~ )..HxnKY such that 

(3.9) 

foralls,t E G, andforalmostall(x,y) E (G x G)j(H x K). Moreover, )..HxnKy(t,S) 
is defined everywhere and continuous on (Gj(HX n KY)) x G. 

Proof: Choose two quasi-invariant measures /1H and /1K on G j Hand G j K respec
tively, which correspond to two continuous p-functions. Define a measure /1HxK 
in (G x G)j(H x K) by /1HxK = /1H X /1K (see, for example, Halmos[24]' p.144). 
Obviously, /1HxK is quasi-invariant to the action of fl. Let Va be the measure in 
(G X G) defined by va(pJ/xK(F)) = /1HXK(F). Let /1H,K be an admissible measure 
in Y corresponding to Va. 

Let f be a function defined on (G j H) x (G j K). Suppose 
JQ JQ f(x,y)d/1H(X)d/1K(Y) is integrable. Changing the variables x f--+ xs and 

H K 
Y f--+ ys, we get 

i¥ iQ f(x,y)d/1H(X)d/1K(y) 
H K 

iQ iQ )..H(X, S) .. K(y, s)f(xs, YS)d/1H(X)d/1K(y) 
H K 

f )..H(X, S ) .. K(y, s )f(xs, ys )d/1HXK(X, y). jpXG 
HxK 

For each (x,y) in (G X G)j(H x K) let r(x,y) = k(PH~K(X,y)). If Hand K are 
regularly related then r defines a measurable equivalence relation(see Sec.2.2). 
Then, by Lemma 2.2.12, /1HxK is an integral of measures /1x,y, where D( x, y) E T, 
with respect to the measure /1H,K in Y. By Lemma 2.2.13, each /1x,y is a quasi
invariant measure on the orbit r-l(D(x,y)). Using this decomposition, we have 

jGXG )..H(X, s ) .. K(y, s )f( xs, ys )d/1HXK( x, y) 
HxK 

- f 1. )..H(xt, s ) .. K(yt, s )f(xts, yts)d/1x,y(t)d/1H,K(D), 
- jDE'f tE £:. 

- (Hx[()( X,Y)n£:. 

where (x,y) is the coset representative of the coset D(x,y). Identifying the space 
flj((H x K)(x,y) n fl) with Gj(HX n KY) we can regard /1x,y as a measure on 
Gj(HX n KY). Then we have 

f )..H(X, s ) .. K(y, s )f(xs, ys )d/1HXK(X, y) jPXG 
HxK 

= f 1. G )..H(xt,S) .. K(yt, s)f(xts, yts)d/1x,y(t)d/1H,K(D), 
j DEi tE H"'nKY 
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Changing variables t f--+ ts-1, in the integral on the right-hand side, we get 

jaxa AH(X, S )AK(y, S )f(xs, ys )d/iHxK( x, y) 
Hx/( 

r 1 )..H(xts-l,S))..K(yts-\s)f(xt,yt) 
} DET IE HxgKY 

)..HxnKY (t; S-1 )d/ix,y( t)d/iH,K (D). (3.10) 

On the other hand, if we start with J fGXGf(x,y)d/iHXK(X,y) and use Lemma 
RxK 

2.2 .12, we have 

J J GXGf(x,y)d/iHXK(X,y) 
IIxK 

r r f(xt, yt)d/ix,it.)d/i(H,K) (D), JDnJtE <l 
- (Hxl<)(x .Y)n<l 

r 1 G f(xt,yt)dp'x,y(t)d/i(H,K)(D). 
J DET IE HXnKY 

(3.11) 

Hence from (3.10) and (3.11) we have 

AH(xts-t, S)AK(yts-l, S».HxnKy(t, .5-
1

) = 1, 

for all s E G, [or almost all t E G/(H" n Kll) and for almost all 
(x,y) E (G X G)/(H X K). For each such (xo, yo) E (G X G)/(H x K), 

AH(Xuts-1,s):\K(Yots-l,S))..HxonKYo(t,s-1) = 1. (3.12) 

By continuity of AH and AK, we see that (3.12) is true for all t E G/(HXO n KYO). 
Furthermore, (3.12) implies that AHXnKy(t, s) is defined everywhere and continuous 
on (G/(HX n KY)) X G, which proves the Lemma. 

D 

The following result is a consequence of Lemma 3.1.3. 

Corollary 3.1.4 Let (x,y) E G x G such that the identity (3.9) holds. Then for 
S E H" n KY ! 

f::. H( h) f::.K (k) 
f::.G (s )f::.HxnKY (s ) 

= 1, 

where h = xsx-1 and k = ysy-l. 

Prouf: Let t = s in the identity (3.9). Then we have 

AH(X,S)'\K(y,s)AnxnKY(S,S-l) = 1. 

By Lemma 2.2.7 (a) this simplifies to 

AH(X, S):\K(Y, s) = AHtnKy(e, s). 
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(3.14) 

(3.15) 



Consider s E HX n J{Y. Then s = x-1hx = y-1ky for some h E Hand k E J{. For 
such an s, we have by Lemma 2.2.7 (a), 

Similarly, 

and 

).H(X,x-1hx), 

).H(h, X).H(X, x-1h), 

).H( e, x ).H( e, h ».H( x, x- l
), 

).H( e, h), 
t1H(h) 
t1a(h) , 

t1K(k) 
t1a(k) , 

t1HxnKY(S) 
).HxnKY (e, s) = t1

a
( s) . 

Using (3.15),(3.16),(3.17) and (3.18), we obtain 

t1H(h) t1K(k) 
t1a(h) t1a(k) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

But t1a(h) = t1a(x-1hx) = t1a(s) = t1a(y-1ky) = t1a(k), hence (3.19) simplifies 
to 

t1H( h )t1K( k) 
t1a( s )t1HxnKY (s) 

as required. 

1, (3.20) 

3.2 Some special Banach bundles and Banach 
semi-bundles 

The principal objective in this section is to consider a special type of Banach 
(semi-)bundle which arises in the construction of A~ spaces, in Sec.4.2. Let the 
Banach (semi-)bundle B = (B,O) over X with B = 'H x X be such that 'H is a 
Banach space, X is a Hausdorff space and O(~, x) = x. Let R be an equivalence 
relation defined on X. For x E X let r(x) E XI R be the equivalence class to which 
x belongs. Suppose the Banach space 'H is such that there exists a collection of its 
closed subspaces that can be indexed by the elements of X; that is, a collection 
that can be expressed as {'Hx : x E X}. Suppose further that 'Hx = 'Hxl if and 
only if x, E r(x). For each x E X, let Ax = 'HI'Hx. We want to look at a particular 
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type of Banach (semi- )bundlc constructed in the following manner. First, let us 
introduce some new notations. Let 

Bo = 'H x X, 
'H x XjR, 

UxEx{Hx x {x}}, 
UXEX{Hx x {r (x)}}, 

UxEx{Ax x {x}}, and 

uxEx{Ax X {rex)}}. 

It is clear that B1 is a subspace of Bo, and Bf is a subspace of B{;. 

With j denoting anyone of {a, 1, 2}, let OJ : Bj f--+ X and Of : Bf f--+ X j R 
be defined by OJ(('x) = x and Of«(,r(x)) = rex), respectively, where (belongs to 
the corresponding Banach space. Let q : Bo f--+ B2 be the quotient map defined by 
q(h,x) = ({'Hx + h},x ). Similarly the quotient map qR: Bf} f--+ Bf} is defined by 
qR(h,r(x)) = ({Hx + h},r(x )) . We topologize B2 and Bf} so that the map q and 
qR are continuous and open. 

Lemma 3.2.1 Suppose Xj R is Hausdorff. Then, Bj and Bf are Hausdorff for 
each j E {a, 1, 2}. 

Proof: Clearly, Bo and Bf} are Hausdorff, being products of such spaces. The 
result is valid in the cases of B1 and Bf, since they are subspaces of Bo and Bf} 
respecti vely. 

Let us show that Bf} is Hausdorff. The proof for the case of B2 is similar. 

Let q : Bf} f--+ Bf} be defined by q«(,x) = ({Ht' + O,x). Consider «("x) "I
('t9 ',y) in Bf}. Then there exist «(,x), ('t9,x) E Bf} such that q«(,x) = «(',x) and 
q('t9,y ) = ('t9 ' ,y) with «(,x) "I- ('t9,y). We have the following cases: 

(i) If x "I- y , consider disjoint open sets around x and y (this is possible since 
the space XI R is Hausdorff) which will give rise to open sets (Oft 1 (x) and 
(Of}t1(y) which are disjoint. 

(ii) If x = y, choose open sets U and V of 'Hj'Hx such that 'H", + ( c U and Hex + 
't9 c V. Since the canonical map Px : 'H f--+ HjHx is continuous, there exist U' 
and V' in H such that PxU' ~ U and PlY' ~ V. Then, (j = U' x XjR c Bf} 
and V = V' X XI R c Bf} with q(U) n q(V) = 0. 

Hence Bf] is Hausdorff. A simi lar argument works for B2 • 

o 

Define Bj = (Bj , OJ) and Bf = (Bf, Of), for j = 0,2. 
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Theorem 3.2.2 Bi and 8f, for j = 0,2, are bundles over X and XIR, respec
tively. 

Proof: Clearly, 00 : 8 0 f-> X and O~ : 8f} f-> XI R are continuous open surjections. 
Consider O2 : 8 2 f-> X. We have the diagram 

First we show that O2 is open. For any open set U in 8 2 , q-l (U) is an open set in 
8 0 by definition of the topology of 8 2 . Then, 00 being an open map, we see that 
02(U) = Oo(q-l(U)) is an open set in X. Hence O2 is open. 

To show O2 is continuous let V C X be an open set. Then, 00 being contin
uous, Ool(V) is open. By definition of the topology of 8 2 , q(OOl(V) ) = 021(V) is 
open, giving the required result. 

Similarly, Of is a continuous open map. Now the result follows from Lemma 
3.2.1. 

o 

It is clear that 8 0 and ~ are trivial Banach bundles (see Sec.2.3). Let us 
explore the situation in 8 2 and 8~. For each z = r(x) E XIR, the fibre of 8f} 
over z is 8f, = {Ax x {z}}. We see that 8f}" is a Banach space with the norm 
11('I],z)IIBR defined by 11('I],z)IIBR = 11'1]11 wh~re 11'1]11 means the norm in Ax. The 

2,z 2,% 

operations + and. in 8r., are defined, in an obvious manner, using + and. in Ax. 
We can define and topologize the fibres 8 2,z in 8 2 and define the operations + and 
. in a similar manner. 

Lemma 3.2.3 ('1], z) f-> 11('1], z)IIBR is upper semi-continuous on 8f} to R. A sim-
2.z 

ilar result holds in the case of 8 2• 

Proof: Let {('I]i, Zi) : i E I} be a net of elements in 8f} with ('I]i, Zi) -+ ('I], z). Then 
there exist a sequence {( CPi, Ui)} and an element (cp, u) in 8~ such that 
qR((CPi,Ui)) = ('I]i,Zi) for all i E I, qR((cp,U)) = ('I],z) and (CPi,Ui) -+ (cp,u ). Now 
since II ('I], z )IIBz = 11'1]11 = infhE1tJcp + hll, without loss of generality we can choose 
cP such tha.t, for a given E > 0, we have 

Ilcpll < 11'1]11 + f.. (3.21 ) 

Also, 

(3.22) 
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for all i E I. Since II 'Pi II -+ II'PII, then from (3.21) and (3.22) we have 

for i sufficiently large. 

The proof is similar in the case of B2• 

o 

Lemma 3.2.4 The operation + is continuous on Bf}z x Bf}z to Bf}z, and for each 
,X in C, the map b 1-+ ,Xb is continuous on Bf} to Bf} .' A si~ilar re;ults hold in B2. 

Proof: Since the topology induced from Bf} on its fibres is just the Banach space 
topology, the operations + and . are continuous. 

Similarly for B2 • 

o 

Lemma 3.2.5 If z E XI Rand {bi : i E I}, is any net of elements in sf} such 
that Ilbill -+ 0 and ()f}(bi ) -+ z, then bi -+ Oz where Oz is the zero element in Bfz. 
A similar result holds in B2. 

Proof: Any element bi E Bf} is of the form bi = (Wi + 'Hx"r(xi)) where Xi E X. 
Since Ilbill = inf{llwi + hll : h E 'Hx.}, with Wi E 'H, there exists an hi E 'Hxi such 
that 

for all i E I. This implies that the net of elements Wi + hi in 'H has the property 
that Wi + hi -+ !l, !l being the zero element in 'H. If ()f}(bi ) = r(xi) -+ z, this means 
that bi -+ Oz' 

o 

Lemma 3.2.6 Bf and B2 are Banach semi-bundles over XI R and X respectively. 

Proof: The result follows from Theorem 3.2.2, Lemmas 3.2.3, 3.2.4 and 3.2.5. 

o 

Proposition 3.2.7 The Banach semi-bundle retraction 

of Bf by l' is topologically equivalent to B2. 
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Proof: Consider the diagram 

S R qR SR 
o 1--+ 2 

o ~ "-,../ Or 
X/R 

where q~ = j# (qR ) (see Sec.2.3, p.ll) and J is defined so that. q~ 0 1 = J 0 q, t 

being the homeomorphism stated in Proposition 2.3.3. It is clear that q~ is the 
quotient map. Hence, (also by t.he discussion on page 11,) q~ is continuous and 

open. Obviously, J defines a bijection from S2 onto Sr#. We need to show that .7 

and its inverse are continuous. Now qR is open by the definition of the topology of 
Sr and the right hand side of the above diagram commutes. Since the maps 1, q~ 
and q are continuous and open it is clear that J is continuous and open, as required. 

o 

Proposition 3.2.8 Let f : X 1--+ 8 2 be a continuous cross-section which is con
stant on equivalence classes. Then the function 9 defined by g(p(x)) = i#(f(x)), 
where x E X, is a continuous cross-section from XI R to 8f 

Proof:By Proposition 3.2.7, a continuous cross-section f of 8 2 can be regarded as 

a cross-section of 8f#. Define g' : X 1--+ Sr so that 

(See the diagram below.) 

g'(.r,) = i#(f(x)) for all x E X. 

8 - 8 R# i# SR 
2 - 2 >----+ 2 

f "" /' g' 
X 

Consider the function 9 : XI R 1--+ Sf' which factors through the diagram 

8 R 
2 

g' /' i 9 

X~X/R 

It is clear that 9 is well defined since f is constant on the equivalence classes. Also, 
g(p(x) ) = g'(x) for any x E X and we see that g(z) E 8rz fo r any z E XI R .. Hencr: 
9 is a cross-section of Sf. Moreover, it is continuous 8in~e p is open. 

o 

We need the following results, proved by Fell[16] for Banach bundles, in t.he 
context of semi-bundles. 
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Proposition 3.2.9 Let B = (B, 8) be a Banach semi-bundle. Suppose that {Si : 
i E I}, is a net of elements of B, and 8(s;) -4 8(s) in X. Suppose further thal for 
each t > 0 we can find a net {u;} of elements of B (indexed by the same I) and 
an clement u of B such thaL: (a) Ui -4 U in B, (b) 8(Ui) = 8(s;) for each i, (c) 
lis - ull < c and (d) lis; - uill < € for all large enough i. Then S; -4 S in B. 

Proof: This is proved by Fell only for Banach bundles. We give the proof for 
the case of a Banach semi-bundle which follows the same reasoning as in Fell[16], 
Proposition 1.4, p.12. 

It is enough to prove that some sub-net of {s;} converges to s. Since 8 is 
open, for each i we can find an element ti such that 8(t;) = 8(s;) and t; -4 s. Let 
c > 0 be given and choose {Ui } and u in B satisfying the conditions (a) to (d). 
Since addition is continuous in B, we have ti - Ui -4 S - u. Since lis - 1111 < c, by 
the upper semi-cont.inuity of the norm, we have Iiti - u;11 < 2c for i large. This 
implies 

for i large. Hence Iiti - Sill -40, therefore ti - Si -4 OO(s). Consequently Si -4 s . 

D 

Corollary 3.2.10 Let 9 be a c'rOss-section for a Banach semi-bundle B such that, 
for each x E X and each € > 0, there is a continuous cTOss-section f and an 
x-neighborhood U of x such that Ilg(y) - f(y) II < c for all y in U. Then 9 is a 
continuous cross-section. 

Proof: We give the proof in the case of a Banach semi-bundle which is similar to 
that of a Banach bundle as given in Fell[16], Corollary 1, p.13. 

Let {Xi : i E I} be a net of elements of X such that Xi -4 x. Let g(Xi) = Si 
and g(x) = s. Then 8(Si) = Xi -4 X = lI(s). For a given c > 0, let f be a continuous 
cross-section and U be an x-neighborhood of x such that IIg(y) - f(y)11 < c for 
all y in U. This means that we can find Ui = f(xi) with U; -4 U = f(x ) so that 
lIu; - Si II < c, 8( Ui) = Xi = O( Si) and lis - ull < €. lIenee by Proposition 3.2.9, we 
have Si -4 s, proving 9 is continuous. 

D 

Let Y be another locally compact Hausdorff space with a regular Borel mea
sure v. Let K.: X X Y r-t X be the surjection (x,y) f-+ x. Then the Banach 
(semi-) bundle retraction ~ = ([, p) by K. is a bundle over X X Y whose bun
dle space [ can be identified with B X Y. The bundle projection is given by 
p : (~,y) -4 (1I(~), V). For each x E X, ~{x}Xy is the trivial bundle with con
stant fibre Bx. Therefore, for a given h E Co(D and for each X in X, the Bochner 
integral Jy h( x, y )dv(y) exists and will belong to Bx. 
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Lemma 3.2.11 For each h E Co(£) the map R(x) = Jy h(x,y)dv(y) is a continu
ous cross-section of the Banach semi-bundle B. 

Proof: We use a similar argument to that of Fell [16] , Lemma 2.3, p.27, where the 
result is shown to be true in the case of a Banach bundle. 

Let E > 0 be given. We show that R is continuous at a fixed point Xo E X. Let 
the compact support of h be D x E in X X Y. Since h is continuous with compact 
support, {h( Xo, y) : y E Y} is norm-compact in Bxo' So there are finitely many 
continuous cross-sections rl, ... ,rn of B such that for each y E Y we have 

Ilh(xo, y) - ri(xo)11 < E 

for somei E {1, ... ,n}. Therefore, letting ki(x,y) = Ilh(x,y)-ri(x)11 for x E X 
and y E Y, we see that we can subdivide E into disjoint Borel sets E1 , ... ,En such 
that 

ki(xo,y):::; E < 2E 

for all y E Ei. Now by upper semi-continuity of the norm, for all y E Ei there exist 
neighborhoods Vy = Wy X Uy of (xo,y) such that ki(z,y) < E for (z,y) E Vy. Since 
Ei'S are compact there exist neighborhoods Uy1 ,' •• , UYt covering Ei. Now the set 
ni WYi X Ui UYi is an open set containing Xo X E, and on this set ki (z, y) < E. 

Let niWYi = W. For x E W, 

III h(x,y)dv(y) - ~iV(Ei)ri(x)11 < ~ill hi h(x,y)dv(y) - hi ri(x)dv(y)11 

< ~i hi ki(x, y)dv(y) 

< ~iV(Ei)E. 

Let f(x) = ~iv(Ei)ri(x) for all x. Then f is a continuous cross-section, and 

IIR(x) - f(x)11 :::; V(E)E 

for all x E W. Hence by Corollary 3.2.10, R is continuous. 

D 

3.3 Adjoints of representations, p-induced rep
resentations and intertwining operators 

3.3.1 Adjoints of representations 

Let 7r be a representation of a group G on a Banach space H(7r). In Section 2.3, we 
defined the map 7r* : G f-+ U((H(7r))*) by letting 7r*(x) = (7r(X-l))*, and claimed 
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that 7r* is a representation of G on the Banach space H( 7r*) = (H( 7r))*, when H( 7r) 
is reflexive. 

In order to prove that 7r* satisfies the required properties of a representation, 
we need to prove that the function h f-+ 7r*(h)u* for u* E (H(7r))* is continuous in 
the norm topology. We use the following result in this regard: 

Proposition 3.3.1 H(7r) is an essential L1(G)-module. IfH(7r) is reflexive) then 
H( 7r)* is also an essential L1 (G) -module. 

Proof: Let ~ be a directed set of symmetric neighborhoods N converging to the 
identity of G. Let {eN} NEN be a bounded approximate identity in Ll (G) con
structed in such a way that IN eN(x)dvG(x) = 1 and eN(x) = 0 for x tt N. For a 
given u E H(7r), we want to show that eNu ~ u (cf.Proposition 2.4.5 (b)). Now 

II iN 7r(X )ueN(X )dvG(x) - ull 

II iN(7r(x)u - u)eN(x)dvG(x)ll· 

For a given t > 0, there exists a neighborhood N€ such that II (7r(x)u - u)1I < t 

for all x E N€. Since IN eN(x )dvG(x) = 1, we have lIeNu - ull < t for all N C N€. 
Hence H( 7r) is an essential L1 (G)-module. 

Now suppose H( 7r) is reflexive. We want to show that the closure of Ll (G).H( 7r)* 
is the same as H( 7r)*. But since H( 7r) is reflexive, this is the same as considering 
the weak closure of Ll(G).H(7r)*. Let u E H(7r) and u* E H(7r)*. Then 

since the neighborhoods N E ~ are symmetric. The right-hand side of the above 
equality can be made as small as we wish since H( 7r) is an essential Ll (G)-module. 

Hence H( 7r)* is also an essential Ll (G)-module. 

o 

Proposition 3.3.2 Suppose H( 7r) is reflexive. Then 7r* is a representation of H 
on the Banach space H(7r*) = (H(7r))*. 

Proof: The fact that h f-+ 7r*( h )u* for u* E (H( 7r))* is continuous in the norm 
topology is evident from the Remark(1) in Sec.2.4 and the Proposition 3.3.1. To 
complete the proof, note that for hI, h2 and h in H, 

7r*(hlh2) = 7r((hlh2tl)* = 7r(h21hl1)* = (7r(hl1))*(7r(h21))* = 7r*(hl)7r*(h2) 
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and 

o 

3.3.2 The p-induced representations of locally compact 
groups and Lp( 7r) spaces 

Let G be a locally compact group and let H be a closed subgroup of G. Suppose 
that 1r is a representation of H on a Banach space 'H( 1r). Let f-l be any quasi
invariant measure, in the homogeneous space X = G / H of right cosets, which 
belongs to a continuous p-function. For 1 ~ p < 00, let us denote by Lp(1r, f-l) the 
set of all functions f from G to a Banach Space 'H( 1r) such that 

(1) (f(x),v) is a Borel function of x for all v E 'H(1r)*; 

(2) f satisfies the covariance condition f( hx) = 1rhf( x) for all h E H and x E G; 
and 

1 

(3) II flip = (J~ IIf(x)IIPdf-l(z))p < 00. 

Note that the integrand in the above integral is constant on each right coset 
H x and hence defines a function on X. When functions equal almost everywhere 
are identified, Lp( 1r, f-l) becomes a Banach space under the norm defined by (3)(for 
which we use the same symbol Lp ( 1r , f-l) ). 

The following Lemmas 3.3.3, 3.3.4, 3.3.5, 3.3.6 and Proposition 3.3.7 describe 
a few important results regarding functions in Lp(1r) spaces with compact support. 

Lemma 3.3.3 Let f : G f---+ 'H( 1r) be a continuous function with compact support. 
Then the function () j : G f---+ 'H( 1r) defined by 

()j(x) := iH 1r(h-l )f(hx)dvH(h) 

is continuous and satisfies the covariance condition 

(3.23) 

for all x E G, hE H. Moreover, lI()j(.)1I has compact support in X = G/H. 

Proof:(cf.Gaal[19]' Chapter VI, Sec.2, Lemma 2.) Let PH : G ---+ G/H be the 
natural map x ---+ H x. If S is the support of f then PH S is the support of II () j (.) II. 
Let us prove that () j is continuous. For Xl, X2 E G, 

II ()j(XI) - ()j(X2) II < iH 111r(h- I)(f(hXI) - f( hx2)) II dVH(h), 

< iH II f(hxI) - f( hx2) II dVH(h). 
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Since f is continuous and has compact support it is uniformly continuous. There
fore, for a given € > 0 there is a symmetric neighborhood N of the identity in G 
such that II f(x) - f(y) II~ € whenever xy-l E N. Now we fix Xl and a compact 
symmetric neighborhood C of Xl. Then f(hx) -=f. 0 for some X in C only if hE SC. 
Hence if X2 E C n N Xl then 

where VH(SC) denotes the Haar measure of H n SC in H. Thus Of is continuous 
at Xl. 

Now for any hI E H and X E G, 

Changing variables hhl 1---+ h, 

Of (hI x) = fH 7r(h1h-1 )f(hx)dvH(h), 

= 7r(h1 )Oj(x), 

which proves (3.23). 

o 

Let MH( 7r) be the subspace of those continuous functions 0 : G 1---+ H( 7r) 
which satisfy the covariance condition and have compact support in X = G / H (d. 
Sec.2.5). 

Lemma 3.3.4 Every function in MH(7r) is of the form OJ for a suitable 
f E Co(G, H(7r)). 

Proof:( d.Gaal[19]' Chapter VI, Sec.4, Proposition 3.) Let S be the compact sup
port of 110(.)11 in X. Choose a continuous function ¢ : X 1---+ [0,1] with compact 
support such that ¢( x) = 1 for all xES. Then there exists a continuous function 
'IjJ : G 1---+ n with compact support such that 

¢(x) = fH 'IjJ(hx)dh, 

(see Gaal[19]' theorem V.3.7). Now let f = 'ljJ0. Then f E Co(G, H(7r)). For X E G, 

OJ(x) fH 7r(h-1 )f(hx)dvH(h), 

fH 'IjJ( hx )7r( h -1 )O( hx )dVH( h), 

fH 'IjJ(hx)O(x)dvH(h), 

O(x)¢(x). 
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But ¢(x) = 1 if O(x) =I 0, Hence Of (x) = O(x) for all x E G. 

o 

We state the following well known result without proof, since it is appropriate 
to include it in this section. 

We use C01 (G,1i(7r)) to denote the set of those f which are of the form 
f = ¢e where ¢ E Co(G) and e E 1i(7r). 

Lemma 3.3.5 Let f E Co(G,1i(7r)) and S be the compact support of f. Then 
there is a compact set C which contains the support of f and for each to > 0 there 
is a function 9 = l:i=l fi, with fi E C01 (G, 1i(7r)), such that C contains the support 
ofg and II f -g 1100< Eo 

Proof: See Gaal[19]' Chapter VI, Sec.4, Lemma 4. 

o 

Lemma 3.3.6 Iff E Co(G,1i(7r)) and the symmetric compact set Sin G contains 
the support of f then 

(3.24) 

Proof: Using the definition of Of given in Lemma 3.3.3, we obtain 

II0f(x)11 II iH 7r(h-1 )f(hx)dvH(h), II 

< iH Ilf(hx)lldvH(h), 

< 11f11oovH(H n Sx-1
). 

Since Of (x) = 0 outside the set SH, we only need to consider x of the form x = hs, 
with h E H, and s E S. For such x, Of (x) = Of(s); and S being symmetric, this 
implies that 

for every x E G. Now integrating the above inequality with respect to x, we obtain 

as required. 

o 

Proposition 3.3.7 Iff E Co(G, 1i(7r)), then the map x f-+ xf ofC into Co(G, 1i(7r)) 
is uniformly continuous from the right. 
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Also, þU[f is a Borel function of y for each / € Lo(tr,¡z). Thus, a,- rui
is a homomorphism of the group G into the group U(Lr(tr,,p)) of all isometries of
Lo(n,¡.r) onto itself.

Let us show that y,-. t'Ui(/) is continuous from G to Lr(tr,¡;) for each

f e Lr(n,¡;). Given e ) 0, rvve can choose a continuous function g € Lo(nrp) which
vanishes outside a compact set such that ll/ - gll3 r.

Now

ll,ui g - sllo

: (r* llÀ(,, ùîs(*y) - g(*)l'¿t Q)) ,

: (r* þ(n,v)i(g(*a) - g(*))+ (g(,))(^(", a)i -)(",");) Pat (,)) ,

: (r* À(*,y)llg@a) - s(r)ll,dl (,))t * (r* llg(,)llolÀ(,, u)i - À(r,e)il,dt (,)

: (r* 'u[s@) - g(*) 'or(,))i ,

(lr^r,,a) (g(*v) - g(*)) 'or(,))i . ,¡r,

)',
by Minkowski's inequality (Hewitt and Ross[26], p.138).

Since À(",y): À(e, ry)l),@,r) is bounded on compact sets, it is clear that
we can find a neighbourhood 1úr of e such that

for y € I[. Also, since I is continuous, for a fixed r¿, there exists a product
neighborhood I/(r¿, e) c(GlH)xG suchthat if (*,y) e N(n¿,e): N(r¿)x1ú"0(t)
(say) we have

lll(r,y)å - À(', 
")illo = ffi

Now {Iú(r;) : r¿ e GIH} covers the support, of g; hence there exists a finite
subcover {¡f("0) :i:1,,...,n}. Let I/z :lT=rN,,(e). Then, for y € l/z and
r e supp (s),

llÀ(", ùi - À(r,e)ill, 
= ,ilniT

Therefore, for y e ¡ú n ¡f,
ll,uig_gllo3,.

Conseqrrently, for ll Ç Nr fì l/2,

ll'ui f - fll, : ll'uiÏ - s) - U - g) + (PU[t - g)11,,
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Lemma 3.3.10 Let I l p < oo. For g e Lr(n) and f e h(G)., the conaolution
g*f defr,nedby

Ø * Ð(*) ': l"lt{*,y-'))is(*y-\f @)dr.(a)

belongs to Lr(tr).

Proof: For g e Lr(tr) and / € LIG), we have

llg . Íll', ll(g * /Xr)ll'dp"(,),

( | 
"ll 

f^ " ø, a 
-' )ï g (* a-' ) I I I / (s ) ldu 6 @))' d F n (r),

(f, f t t 
( À' (,, v -')i g (*a-' ) I I 

" 
I /(v ) I ) 

å 
I ¡ (v ) l' 

- i d,, 
" 

@))' o r, (*) .

þ. rllî <
: ll/llî-' lr |.ll (À'(', a-.)i g(*a-')ll"l/(v) ld,uç(v)d,p,¡¡(r),

: ll/llî-' I.Urll ()'(,, v-')i g(,a-\ ll' ¿p"(.¡)l¡fv¡V,c(v),

(3.2e)

lr
lr
lr

Using Hölder's inequality (Hewitt and Ross[26], p.137),

ll/llillglli,

To complete the proof we note that, for h e H and r € G,

(s + f)(hr) : l"srçt *,r-'¡i sçt *y-\f @)d,r.@),

: 
"Ø) I"\n(*,y-')i s(*a-\f @)d,r*@),

: 
"(h)(g 

* f)@),

which proves that g x / satisfies the covariance condition.

Lemma 3.3.1L Under the conaolution * d,efined, in Lernrna 3.3.10, we haue

s*(h*"f) : (s*h)*f

for all g e Lr(r) and h,f e Lr(G).
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function in tr1(,9, U(l)) with compact support arises this way. (We view þx as a
measure on ^9.) Then the operator tþ(B) is represented as

,þ@)f : Irn;'uf (s)d,¡.r,y(s),

where f e LlS,p*,11(l)) is continuous with compact support. Since the set of
continuous functions with compact support is dense in tr1(S, Fxr1l(1)), we have

,þ(B) f : l r,r;t B f (s)d,p6(s),

for any f e h(5, Fx,7l(1)¡. Suppose that tþ(B): 0 for some B e Inty(f , (t)r).
Then for u € '11(7) and 9 e Cs(S, px), g(s).u e Mx(l) and we have

lro!)fu;L 
Bu,u)d¡"t(s) : 0 for all u e'11(tr)..

Therefore we have (tr;LBu,u) : 0 almost everywhere on ,9. Let I/ be a null set

on which (tr;tBu¿,u¿) :0 for all i, j where {u¿} and {u¿} are countable dense sets

in11(1) andTl(tr)* respectively. By continuity of þr;tBu,T.') in u and u we have

that (zr',-18u,1)) :0 if s / 1ú for all u and u. Now (tr;!r"Bu,ul : (tr;tr¡Bu,u) -
(n;181¡,u,u) :0 for k € 1( and s ø N. Thecomplement /(.,^úof K(S -,n/) is a
Haar null set in G, and therefore (tr;t Bu,u) : 0 almost everywhere in G. Now by
continuity, it is zero everywhere on G. Therefore B :0 and rþ is injective.

Let T : L1(S,X(lD r-+ 11(n) be a bounded linear operator. For u €.'11(1), we

define a linear rnapTu : L{5, Frc) a 11(tr)by T"(g) : T(g.u) where g e L{5, pK).

Since llT"(g)ll : ll?llllg."ll < llTllll"llllgll, \rye see that T, is bounded and its norm

ll7ill < llf llll"ll. By Dunford and Schwartz[10] Theorem 10, p.507, there exists an

essentially unique Borel function X"(s) on ,9 to 1l(zr) so that

T,(g) : l r s!)x,(s)d¡r6(s),

with ess sup ll¡"(s)ll < ll?llllull. Let Abe a countable dense subset of.11(n) and a
vector space over the field Q(fi) of complex numbers of the form ø * ói with
¿ and ó rational. We can find a null set 1ú so that each of the countable number
of relations X",(s) * xa"(s) : Xou¡u,(s) and llx"(")ll < ll"llll"ll for u,u e A and

a,b e aQ=) hold simultaneously for s / lú. Then the map u => y,(s) uniquely
extends to a bounded linear map ¡(s) fromTl(1) to T{(tr) with llK(s)ll S llf ll for
s ø N.If we define X(s) :0 for s € Iú, XG)u: X"(s) almost everywhere on.9
and for each u, so that

T,(s): 
lrx!)ur1px(").

Since finite sums of the functions of the form g.u for u € 11(1) and g e L{5, p,y)
form a dense subspace of tr1(S, Fx,11(1)) \/e seethat for g € h(S,Fx,7l(1)¡,

r@) : lrx!)t!)dpx("), (3.s6)
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for all U € G, which implies thai B(ú) is equal to a constant B for almost allt e G.

Also,

gr) : r-t(t)B f (t)d¡r6(t),

r-t(nt)n ¡@t)d¡r6(t),

r -t (t) (tr -1 
@) a 1 Qc)) f (t) d ¡,r 

yç (t),

implying that
r-tQla1(k) : a for all k e K.

Hence B e Int6(1,(")x) so that ty' is surjective. Finally,

lltþ@)ll : ll?ll : llcll ) ess supll¡(s)ll : "" supllB(s)ll : llBll,

which, together with llrl(B)ll S ll-Bll, implies that ll is an isometry, which estab-

lishes the theorem.

lr
lr
lr
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for all r e G, we find that for each r e G there exist ñ,, h' e H and c, c' e F,,

such that hcr:h'c'.That is, r = c-rh-7h'c'lor each u € G. But this means that
G : F-r HF, and hence compact; which is a contradiction.

LetT € HomG(Lr("),L00)) and f e Lr(n). Suppose that

ll"/ll, <
where C is a constant. 7, being an intertwining operator, gives us

llr ¡ + qr flln : llr(/ + u: l)ll, < clll + u: fllo. Ø.2)

Let us write f : h ! .t2, and T f : l', + l'rwhere $ and l', havecompact support
HD atd. KD' inG respectively and lllrllo <e and llLrlln <e for given e ] 0. Let
D U Dt : F. Under the assumptions of the theorem, there exists n e G such that
HFTaHF: Ø and KFrìI{F:4.
Thus, for such r € G,

lltr+uilrllo : zilltrll,, (4.3)

lll', * uir'rlln : zi¡/r¡]. @.4)

Also,

llr' + uiL,ll, 3ll¿,11, + lluit,lle <

and

llLr' + ui !r' llo S llh' ll, + ll uï tr' ll, <

as UI is an isometry. Therefore,

llr + u; ¡¡, <

BrtLl: f -/2 impliesthat lll111, < ll/ll, +lltrll, < ll/llr{e. This, together with
(4.7), gives

llr + u; ¡¡, <

Similarly,

llr r + ulr llln >

Using (4.2),(4.8) and (a.9) we have

zi¡r¡¡o_ te <

bb









which in turn gives us that'l1r,o : 'l1rr"-r,0""-t C '11r",s", for all s e G. Hence (4.15)

follows.

n

For z8u e 11(tr)Ø"'11(l*), we use the notation Lt,Ør*u to denote the element
of A,,,y to which u Ø D belongs. Then the integral (4.14) must be written in the
form

I . f @t) Ø,,,v g(vt)dtr,,a(t), (4'16)
J îIõãFg

for a suitably chosen quasi-invariant measlJre- px,y on the homogeneous space

Gl@'aKa).For each n,U € G, the value of the integral belongs to the quo-

tient Banach space 4,,r. The next obvious step in this construction is to check

whether the integral is finite and, to this end, \4/e see that a further modification
of the integrand is necessary. Propositions (4.1.5) and (4.1.6) state the conditions
under which this modified integral is well defined and finite, respectively.

Note that if we define a functior p7,,a on G by pH,,o i: p¡y,¡xu f pno, we have

P u,,, (s z) : p n' nxo (s z) f p ¡7 - (s z) : Aø'n¡<' (s) I L¡7' (") p n,,o(,)',

for s € H" a /(s and z € G. Thrs pn,,r, restricted to H', is a p-function for the
homogeneous space H' l(H' ) I{a).We let Fn,,o be a quasi-invariant measure as-

sociated with this p-function and À¡¡,,, be the corresponding )-function. Similarlg
\rye can define a p-functioî pK,,y for the homogeneous space I{o I (H' À I{o) and the
corresponding À-function will be denoted by À¡<,,r.

Proposition 4.1.5 Let p,q and m be positiue real numbers with I I p,q' ( oo.

Then, fo, D1t f¡ Ø g¿ € Lo(tr) Øo Lq'(1-) and r,y € G,

,*Ë
i=L

1
\ n (*, t¡i ¡ o(rt) ø,,0 À N (a, t) tL s ¿(y t)

\n,nxn("rt)*

is a mapping on the coset spl,ce GI(H'a Ka) in each of the following cases:

(") p : m and GIK haaing inuariant measure (or 8' : n'¿ and GIH hauing

inuariant measure);

(b) Gl K and Gl H both hauing inuariant measures;

(") p:8':m;

(d) H' l@' À Ka) and I{v l(H* n I{a) hauing i.nuariant m,ea,s'u,res.

Proof: First let us consider the expression

\u(*,t)i 
^*(a,t)iÀs'nxo(",t)*

(4.17)
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under the cases (a

Consider (a) (3.9), we have,

If the measure on e

A similar argument holds in the case where Q' : n'¿ and G I H possesses an invariant
measure. In the case of (b), À¡¡(r, t) : \rc(a, ú) : 1, and then by identity (3.9),

À¡7a¡6u(e,,t) :1, giving 
1 1

\a(*,t)¡ À*@,!,)v : t.
Àn,nxo(ert)ã

Clearly, under condition (c),

Àø(*,t)i ¡*(v,Ðï
À¡7a¡yu

using the identity (3.9).

Therefore, under the conditions (a), (b) or (c), (a.17) can be simplified to

t ++ Ei*, f ¿(rt)Ø,,'g ¿(yt),

which is constant on each coset of H' ll Ks in G. Hence it is a mapping on the
coset space Gl(H' a Ka).

For the case (d), it only remains to show that

(",t)*
/ \1( )'-r,,\/

--l .' Àn(*,st)iloçr,rrr+ :
À¡¡a¡yu(e, st)ã À¡¡"¡yo(e,t)*

1 -11
Àn(r,t)i Ày(y ,t)d ,

for s € H'ìI{a.Letting s: r-rhr:U-rlcU, for ñ, € fI and le e K, we have

--+--- .= \n (r, st)î Ày @, st)i
\sø¡yu(e, st)Ã

Ptt,nxr(e)
pu,¡xo(st)

ac(") Pø,nNo(e)
L, ¡y, ¡7ç o (") p n' 

"x 
o (t)

(

(

(

1* ¡ 
pn(hrt) É r 

px(ka t):þ
)\orçr¡)\po(y))

¡* ¡As(h)nr('t¡.' i rLo(k) po(yt)É
/ \Ac(t ) pr@ ) \Ac(k) p"@ )

#%)* (*3) t (*3)+ 
\rñÀn(*,t)i ^*(a, 

t)þ(4 18)
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Since we assume lhaf H' l(H' a I{s) has invariant measure, we have (see Reiter[35]
p.15e),

Aç(s)A¡¡'nn,(s)

\ /^ ^\ - 
Pn,,o(s) 

- 
A,¡1r¡vv(") 

-.,AH,,s\c¡"): poJ,ù: Ar,(Ð 
:t.

Now fI and H* are closed conjugate subgroups of G under an inner automorphism
r : G r+ G given bV ,@) : r-Lyr. Since r is a topological isomorphism of 1l onto

H' we have A¡¡ : LH,r. This implies that Ln,(h'): Aø(å). Hence we have

LnØ) A¡<(k) _ ,
a¡¡,¡6,(s) Ã;;;G) : 1' (4'1e)

for s € H, n/{s with s: r-rhr : y-tlcA. Consequently,

(#*,)* (*A'Eli{ffi)" : (#:%¡*-i-ï Ø20)

Considering the identity (3.13) and using the fact Lhat H" l(H' a Ka) and I{a l(H" a Ka)
possess invariant measures, we have

1-
aH(å)a¡f (k) )

Aç(s)A¡¡,nN,(s)
A¡7'(s)A6r(s)
ac(")
ar'(r)'

a"(")
A¡¡'n¡<, (") '

where the last two equalities are obtained by using (4.19)

we obtain

(4.21)

By (a.20) and (4.21)

f Ac(t) ¡ ;i; ¡ A¡i(å)1 ; ,\ar'n*,(")/ \ar1¿;/ \
a"(k)\å _,
t"çÐl - r

Thus, (4.18) simplifies to

\n(*, st)i Ànçr,, 
"rr+

.11
Àn(r,t)i Àx(y,t),'

(4.22)

for s € H' l\ KY and therefore, the integral (4.17) is well defined in case (d) as

well, completing the proof of the Proposition.

¡
Recall, from the discussion preceding Lemma 3.1.3, that T denotes the set

of all double cosets H x K : A of G x G. For r, y €. G,Iet
( n' \ r r--L\ 'î

M;:;-'' : L, Àr",,(",a)dpu,,r(c) and ¡fJ,"t" : L* \*,*(",€)dpx,,,G).
{ Hî ñraT
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Ð.(, 
^,-----"- 

W* tt ï o ç* t¡ tt' ) 
a, o,r r' ) )

U, -(i# ll go(Yt) llo')d¡"'''"")t

By @.29) and (4.30) we have

[*Ë ¡s@ lî:,;r'ú tt ro(*t)tt tt g¿(v¿) tt dt'ø,'¡þ)

t=7

Again, since !p, f¡Øg¿ e Lr(tr)Ø"cLn,(1.), rffe see that !p, ll/llrllgllr, ( oo.

Hence the result follows.

¡
In view of Propositions 4.1.5 and 4.1.6, we can formally define the convolution

of functions in Lo(tr) and ,[n,(7*).

Definition 4.t.7 Let H and K be regularly related. For each r,,A e G let, p,,,0 be a

quasi-inaariant measure on the homogeneous space G l@' ¡ Ka) so that the iden-
tity (3.9) holds. Let p,q be positiae real numbers. The map'ú on Lo(tr)Ø"L0,(j*)
is defi,ned by

(v(x=r/, Øsi))(r,y)= (4.36)

t ^ xËr.-i-t"- Àn(*,t¡i ¡o(rt)ø,,,À*(a,,t)i g,( t)d¡tç,,,¡(t)
lG- Ha.,tr(u ^HÌîKa\e) 

L )

wheneuer one of the following conditions holds:

(") p : I and GII( has finite inuariant rnea,sLlre (o, q' : I and GIH has f,nite
inuariant measure);

(b) GIK and GIH both haae finite inuariant rneasures;

(") p:q'--r;
(d) 1 1p,q' 1æ withllp+Ilq'2I, H'f (H"nKu) and Kal(H'tKa) are

compact and possess inaariant measures for alrnost all rry € G and the map

(",y) v-+ M,,oN,,o is bounded from T to R.

It is clear that for each (r, y) e G x G, the value of (ilr(Xp, f¿ø g¿))(",,y)

belongs to the quotient space 4,,0. We investigate the properties of the image
space of iI¡ in the following section.
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Proof: (i) is clearly true since 6o^ and 6s are trivial bundles (see the discussion
preceeding Lemma 3.2.3). (ii) is just a special case of Lemma 3.2.6.

n

It is possible for ßl to become a semi-subbundle of BÊ, when the subgroups

fI and K are related in a manner described in the following definition.

Definition 4.2.2 The closed subgroups H and I{ ol G are said to óe smoothly

related if, for a giuen (ro,yo) € GxG, an elernentbs e H'o )I{ao and e } 0, there

erists a neighborhood N of (xo,Uo) and a continuous rnap c: N ++ G such that

"(*,y) e. H" I Ka and the distance d(c(rs,Uo),bo) < e.

We turn to some examples.

(1) Let G be an Abelian group. Then for any (*,y) € Gx G, H')Ku : HÀK.
Therefore, for any bo e H'o a l{ao, we can choose a neighborhood Iú of (rs, y6)

and a map c: ly' r+ G such that c(r, A):bo, which satisfres the conditions given

in the definition.

(2) Let ff be a normal subgroup of G. Then H'a I( - (fI n K)s, for

any (r,A) e G x G. If óo e (fI ì K)ao, then þoeo-1 e H a1(, and therefore,

þoul'u e (H a I{)a : H'a I{a, for any (*,a) € G x G. For any neighborhood

l/ of (rs, go) define c : N r+ G such that c(r, U) : boolt e. This has the required
properties given in the definition.

(3) Let us give an example of a case where the above condition does not hold.
Let H be a closed subgroup of a group G which has the property that H' l, H : e

unless re H (seeexample(1) of Chapter6). Choose (ro,yo):(e,e) andletósbe
any element of 11 other than the identity e. Suppose there exists a neighborhood
l/ of (e,e) and a continuous map c : -|y' r-+ G such that c(r, A) e H" ) H : e and

d(c(ns,Uo).,bo¡ ( e. The continuity of c implies c(n,U): e for all (*,A) € lrr. Then
by triangle inequalit¡

d(c(r,y),bo) <

This means d(c(r,A),bo) : d(e,óo) ( ., which contradicts the fact that bs f e.

Propositi on 4.2.3 If H and I{ are smoothly related then ßf is a sem'i-subbund,le

OT BÊ.

Prool: Clearly, /3ra is a subset of Boa and do1((",y)A) fl 614 - 'H,,0 x {(*,y)L},
is a subspace of 7f(")Ø"'11(1.) x {(r,y)A}.Given (ro,yo) e G xG,Iet û €
11,o,00. The Proposition is proved if we can show that for a given e ) 0 there
exists a neighborhood l/ of (rs, go) and a continuous cross-section o of Éoa and

llo(ro, yo) -,911 < . (see Definition 2.3.6 (b)).
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Lemma 4.3.2 Considerthe conditions (a), (b), (r) and (d) of Def,nition /¡.1.7.

For lf, f¡ Ø g¿ e Loþr) Ø Lr,(l), the elernenú ü(ÐËr f¿ Ø g¿) is a cross-section

of Eî, if the i,ntegral (1.36) is constructed under one of the conditions (a), (b) or
("). k is a cross-section ol 8z if ü i,s constructed under the condition (d).

Proof: This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.3.1.

Definition 4.3.3 ?h,e space Afl is def,ned to be the rl,nge of ú with the quotient

norTn.

In other words, ,4.fl is contained in the space of cross-sections of the Banach

semi-bundle ßf in the cases (a), (b) and (c) of Definition 4.1.7. In the case (d), it
is contained in the space of cross-sections of the Banach semi-bundle 82.

By a continuous family of functions \4¡e mean a family of function" {þ, , r e G}
such that (r,t) e B,(t) is a continuous map from G x G to R.

Proposition 4.3.4 Suppose that the spaces GlH,GlK and the numbers p,q sat-

isfy one of the conditions (a), (b), (c) or (d) as described in Defi,ni,tion /¡.1.7.

Suppose further that there erists a continuous family {0,,s : @,A) € G x G} of

functions where 0,,y 'is a Bruhat function for H' ì IP. Let f and g be functions
with compact support from Lr(n) and Ln,(1*) respecti,uely. Then,

(r,,y) *' l**#CÃÀn(*,,Ði f @t) Ø,,s \v(r,t)i s(yt)dpe,ù(t)

(4.3e)

is a conti,nuo'ti,s cross-section of the corresponding Banach semi-bundle.

Proof: For any r € G and / € Lo(tr), the function,/ defined by

,f (t): f @t)

is a function in Lo(tr') since

,f (h't): ¡(nr-rhrt) : r(h),f (t).

Similarly, a function g e. Ln,('y.) gives rise to a function og in Lo,(1*)

Now suppose / and g are continuous with compact support. 'Ihen there exist
compact sets G1 and Gz of G such that H'G1 and KaGz are the supports of ,f
and og respectively.

Recall (Lemma 2.2.6) that a Bruhat function 0,,y for H' a Ka is a function on G
satisfying the following conditions:
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(i) if I' is a compact set in G,Iher. B,,y coincides on the strip (f1' À Ko)F with a

function in Co+(G), and,

(ii) .Ir,no, p,,s(st)du¡¡'¡¡¡o(s) : 1 for all f e G.

Suppose that the integral in (a.39) is constructed under one of the conditions (a),

(b), (") or (d) of Definition 4.1.7. Consider the map

(*,y,t) v+ B,,o(t)Àn(r,t)i ¡(rf) I À6(y, Ðþ s@Ð

from (G x G x G) to 60. This is a cross-section of the Banach bundle retraction
ol ßsby p, G x G x G ¡--+ G x G. It is a continuous cross-section since, under the

assumptions, {8,,y , @,A) € G x G} is a continuous family of Bruhat functions.

Therefore, we can form the integral

Í@,ù': I.g,,oþ¡Àrçr,t)i f (rt) Ø Àx(y,,t)i s(yt)duc(t)

(see the discussion on page 36) and by Lemma 3.2.1t,\/e see that ñ is a continuous

cross-section of 60.

Considering the diagram
Bo& ß2

ñt ,/r,
GxG

where q(€,") : ({'11, + 4}, "), 
we find that

l(*,y) ,: l"p,,o!¡Àrçr,t)i f (rt) Ø,,,y À¡a(y,t)i s(yt)d,uç(t)

is a continuous cross-section of 82. Note that the Theorern 2.2.9 (a) implies that
we can assume pn,nrcu(e):1, for aIIr,y € G. Using Corollary 2.2'11,, we get

l@,ù : I ,,**----"- I*n*,0',r(*) ¡ri,("uÐÀn(*,st)i f (rst) Ø,,0

\N(y, st)i s(y st)d,us(s)d,¡.t,,r(t). (4.40)

But under the conditions (a), (b), (") or (d) in Definition 4.I.7 , (4.22) implies that,
fors€ H'nKY,

\n(n, st)i 
^o(a, 

sÐþ : \n(r,t)I, Xx(y,t)i
À¡7,¡6n(e, st) Às"¡vo(e,t)

Therefore the in

l@,u):
tegral (4.40) can be simplified to give

t " 
À ¡l(x,t)i f (æt) Ø,,s Àx(*,t)tL s(yt) x

u E"ãFlc-

(l r, ^*" 
g'''s(st) d'u H'"o' (")) d t"'o(t)''

t ^ .-f Àn(",t¡i ¡çrt¡ Ø,,s Ày(r,t)þ g( t)d¡t,,.þ).
Jør*a- AHîîKv
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Hence the mapping given by (a.39) is continuous in the Banach semi-bundle 82.In
the case of (a), (b) or (c) in Definition 4.7.7, rvve can consider the mapping (4.39) as

a cross-section of the Banach semi-bundle retract ion ßf# of Bf by the cannonical
mapping p: G x G --+ (G xG)lL. By Proposition 3.2.8, this cross-section gives

rise to the continuous cross-section in ßf given by (a.39), as required. In the case

(d), the mapping given by (4.39) is continuous in the Banach semi-bundle 82, as

required.

!

Proposition 4.3.5

G) If Afl is constructed under the conditions (a), (b) or (") ol Def,nition 4.1.7,
then Afl Ç Lt(ßî;pu,*). In particular, il GIH and GIK possess fi,ni,te

inaariant nl,eo,sure and 7f p -l Llq' ) l, then Al ç L,(ß1; pr,ro) where

Ifr:llp+Ilq'-t.

Q) If Af is constructed under the conditi,on (d) and if llp+llq'> l, then

Al ç L,(ß1 Pr,o) where If r : IIP + llq' - t.

@) U Al is constructed under the condition (d) and if llp+Ilq' :I, then

Al ç L*(ø2, ttnxN).

Proof: (1) Consider the space Afl under any of the conditions (a) to (c) given in
Definition 4.1.7. According to the calculations in Proposition 4.1.6, we see that

1o,.,0,,, I I 
v (t r ; Ø s ù(r, ùlld p n,x (r, a) < D I I /, I I o I I 

go 
I I 0,,

oo

i=I

oo

i=l

for any Ðî*r l¿ Ø g¿ e Lr(") Ø Lo,(l), showing that Afl Ç Lr(81; ttn,N).

If G I H and G I K have finite invariant measure þr,¡7 and p¡1 respectively, we

see that p,H, and þKy are finite invariant measures on G f H' and G f Ka for r,A e G.

Hence ),7¡'(2,ú) :1 : ÀKo(.,t) for z e GIH',w e GII{a and ú € G. Using the
identity (3.9), we see that À¡¡'¡6s:L¡ for almost all (r,y) e (G xG)l@ x K).
Therefore, for / e Lr(n),

l r* ll f (nt)lle d, ¡t,,0 (t) : | * I * +# | f @ .,t)ll' d tr u.,o @) d ¡-t ¡7, (t),

where Fn,* is the measure on the coset space H" l(H' a Ka) as defined in Lemma
3.1.1 which is finite and invariant (see also the proof of Proposition 4.1.6). Sim-
plifying,

t . llr@Ðll'dp,,oþ) : [" [ ,, llr@Ðll'dp*,,n@)d¡t¡1,(t)
u E, ñKg ú ET r Ei ¡T<T

[" ll¡@)ll'dpr,(t)
u Tl¡

il/il;
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llv(D=' f¿Ø g¿)ll- :
ess s1rp1,,r)ec*c{ll ÐP, ïr+* ¡$lr1r, t¡i ¡nçrt¡ Ø,,s À6(y,Ðþ sc@t)dLr,,a(t)ll}

Now, following the argument in Proposition 4.1.6, we see that

oo oo oo

ll v (t l¿ Ø s¿)ll "" 
< ess sup {M",0 N,,oD ll /, ll, llg¿ llo, } < S Ð ll ¿ llolls ollr,,

i-7 þ,u) i=7 i=!

where ,S : ess sup(r,s) Mr,oNr,o is a constant, as required

n

4.4 Induced representations and Integral Inter-
twining Operators

In this section we shall investigate the possibility of generalising Rieffel's result
(see Rieffel[36] Theorem 5.5) on classical Afl spaces which asserts that such a space

is the predual of the space of intertwining operators if and only if those operators
can be approximated, in the ultraweak*-operator topology, by integral operators.
To begin, we shall give the definition of an integral operator from Lr(") to Lo(1),
and discuss some of its properties.

Definition 4.4.L LetT be a bounded linear operator from Lrþr) into LoQ). T is
called øn integral operator if there erists a p,H x pK rneasurable function Q, called the

kernel of T, fromGIH xGIK to L(H(n),¡f(f)) suchthat for a giuen f e Lr(n),

(L) the function r++ Q(y,*)f@) is integrable for almost ally €GlK,

(z) a - Iça@,r)f (r)dpr(") belonss to Lo(1) and

(3) (7/)(u) : Iça(y,r)f (r)dpø(r), for almost all y e GlK.

The next result describes the properties of the kernel of an intertwining
integral operator. The existence of such operators will be discussed in Proposition
4.4.3 and in Section 4.4.t.

Proposition 4.4.2 Let Q be the lçernel of a gi,uen integral intertwining operator

for induced representations UI and Ul. Then Q satisfies the following properties.

(l) For almost all r € Gl H, y € Gl I{ and for all s e G,

Àx(y,r)åo(y", r).Àn(*,"-t¡åo1y, r"-t)
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(2) For all h e H, k e I{, and for almost all r € GlH, y € GII{,

Q(kA, hr)r¡ : lnÞ(y , *). (4.42)

(3) [Jnder the conditions g'iaen in Defi,nition /¡.1.7, Q(y,r) is an intertwi,ning op-

erator of the representations r' and 1Y of the subgroup H' À Ko of G for
almost all r € Gl H and y € Gl K.

(2) ForkeKandseG,

uQf)(v): Qf)(kv) Q(ka,r)f (r)dp,s(x),

Q(ka,hr)r¡f (r)dFø@),

Proof : (1) Suppose that 7 is an integral operator fuorn Lr(tr) to LnQ) wiih the
kernel O. Then for / € Lr(") and y e G,

Q r)@ : lgo@,x)f (r)d,p¡v(n)'

In addition, il T e Hom6(Lr("), Lr(l)) then

QU! f)@) -- (Ulr f)(y) for almost all s € GIK and for s € G.

Now

Q ui Ð @ 
: 

I 
f 

**', 

r'...'uY r' .',0 "î),1-" q o, 
" ø¡JË

Changing variables íxs à r, we find

Qu! Ð(y) : ["o@,rs-L)Às(r,"-1)À¡7(, s-',lI ¡(*)dpr(*).
uÉ

Since, by Lemma 2.2.7(a), Àn(*,s-1)À¡¡(rs-t, t) : 1, the above integral simplifies

to

Quî Ð(y) : [" *@,rs-1)À¡7(r , r-L)i ¡ç*)dpr(*). (4.43)
UE

On the other hand,

Qlr r)@ : Àx(a,s;å 1r¡)(ys),
: Àrc(a,")i [^o(y", n)f(r)d,p,¡7(u). (4.44)

Jfr

Therefore, by (a.a3) and (4.44), property (1) follows.

lr
lr
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Ãs G I H has invariant measure, by CoroIIary 2.2.11, we get

l"llt ør-') Í (v)lld,"(v)

l, lt t l" r-' t -\ f Q,a)lldu ¡7 (h) d, p,, @),

I I /(v) ll l, lt {.a-1 h-L )ld'u ¡7 (h) d' v' ¡7 (v)'

lr
lrI (4.54)

Let F(u) : frlJ(uh-L)ldu¡1(h). Since F has compact support and is bounded,

there exists a constant C such that

I, ll t ølll F (r v-t) d p u (v) c | " llr @lldp'(ù: cll/11,,

which implies that /r llJ("y-')f @)lldr"(y) ( oo, as required.

(b) Let f e L1(tr) and .I be an element of L1(G) with compact support and .F be

defined as in (a) above. Then,

1

(4"e * fl@)tt'¿t ,@))'

I lf,Uflll(s) llolF(*y-')l,d,pr@))i ¿pr(y), by Minkowski's inequality ,

: I,tlt øllt(l 
" 

lr øa-\l' dpn(*))i dp,(v).

Since F(u) is bounded and has compact support, there exists a constant D
such that

| "llrAllt(l " 
lrøv-\lo dpn(*))i dp,(v) < D | " W(v)lldpr(v): rll/11,,

which is finite as / € Lt("). To complete the proof of (b), we need to show that "I*/
satisfies the covariance condition ("I * f)(hr) : r(h)(J * /)("), for all h e H and
r € G. Assume that we have selected a directed set I of H-invariant neighborhoods
of the identity e of. G, which is appropriate to obtain the limit in (d). For such

a neighborhood l/ e Ç,Iet J¡,, be a function in I1(G) which is a positive scalar

multiple of the characteristic function of l[ and which has .fu(G)-norrn 1. We have

(J' * ÐØ") : l"t*lt *y-\f @)dr.(ù.

Changing variables U è hA, we find,

(/r * Ð(h*): l*t*{t *y-'h-')f @fid,u6(y).
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by Minkowski's inequality. Hence

llr * I - rb 
= l"+l*(Ao-,)or - r|d,"(v)

| *t,(r-) o(y-')dr"(a) = l.J,(y)d,u6(y) 
: t.

But

ll*(Ao-'),1 - fllo <

Now y r--+ Ao-' being continuous, for a given e it is possible to find a neighborhood

[/ of the identity e such that ll(Ao-,/ - /)ll < el2 for all y e U.We could choose

þn to be the Haar measure on Gf H since fI is a normal subgroup of G. Then
we see that the map y - ol of GlH into trr(zr) is uniformly continuous from the
right. Hence, there exists a neighborhood lú of the identity e in G (considering

the canonical mappir'gGr-+ GlH,) suchthat llof - /ll, < ef2.Let J\L: lún t/.
Now we choose ..I. such that /" J,(y)duç: 1 and J(U) :0 for y ø N,. Since A is

continuous, if lú. is sufficiently small we can approximate 1 by A(g-t) in l/. and

then ræ is arbitrarily close to 1 since

Then we have

J(v-')
rrù

lll*r-rll,<1" ll*of - lllodr"(y) + elz < e

Therefore, using the same argument as in the last paragraph of the proof of the
previous Lemma, we conclude that we can construct a net J¡¡ for N e ç, where

Ç denotes a directed set of symmetric neighborhoods of the ideniity e, such that
JNx I -+ / for all / € Lo6).

!

Lemma 4.4.6 Suppose G I K and G f H haae .finite inuariant n¿easures. If either

(") eaerA neighborhood of e contains a neighborhood which is inuariant under the

action of H,

or
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Proof:(b)+(a) Suppose that every element of Int6(U[,Ul) can be approximated
in the ultraweak*-operator topology by integral operators. First we show that
the kernel of ü contains the subspace L of Lr(tr)Ø Ln,(l*) (cf. Sec.2.6,p.22 and

eqn.(3.35) ) given by

L : ({ui(")/ø s - T s (t{).(s)e : s e G}).

That is,
{/(EËlt/"(")/¿ ø s¡): V(XËr/,8 (t/1)-(s)e¿)

for s € G. In the following we write À(',') for )¡¡'¡6r(','). Now

oo

ü(D u" G)ro Ø s;)@,v)
¿--t

1r1 r

ç¡^"t 
x,t)i Àrç*t, s)i f¿(rts) 8,,, ÀN(a,t)i síyt)dq,,o(t),

1rj

r1"¿ 
Àt(r,ts)o f¿(rts) E',g Àx(v,t)a s¿(vt)dy,,o(t),

ffË^ n@,t)î ¡oçrt) Ø,,y ÀN(a,ts-L¡i s,çrts-')d¡t,,0(t),

on changing variables ts v-+ t. Since l(ú, s-l)/l(e,ls-l) : ll).G,,f ), and

Àx(a,fs-1) : Àrc(at,t-t)lr(y,ú)(see Lemma 2.2.7, (a)),

v(t U" G)fo Ø s,i)(r,y)

[*Ð #D^ n(r,t)i ¡oç,,ts) Ø',v

Loå'dÐ
À rc (a, Ðþ À* @t, s-t)i s ¿(yt s-r) d, ¡t,,r(t),,

À u (*,, t)i ¡ o (nt) 8,,s ( t/'v ). ( s) s ;(y t) d, p,,, (t),

oo

i=L

ü(t f; Ø (u1).(')go)
i=l

Now it only requires to prove that the kernel of \[ is contained in -ú. To achieve

this, it suffices to show that any bounded linear functional F on Lo(tr) ø"" Lo\)
which annihilates -L also annihilates the kernel of ü. Since F annihilates tr, there

exists T e Int6(Ui,Ul) such that

(r, F) : î(so,r Io), (4.60)
i=l

for any r e Lr(tr) Ø"c Ln,(1.) with the expansion

,:i r¿Øg¿.
i=L
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Chapter 5

p-nlrclear norms and
Hitbert-Schmidt norrns

In the construction of Al spaces in Chapter 4, the corresponding tensor products

of L, spaces were endowed with the greatest cross-norm. Here, we investigate
the possibility of using the p-nuclear norm and the Hilbert-Schmidt norm in this
regard.

We let G be a second countable locally compact group with closed subgroups

fI and I{. r and 7 will denote representations of ,É1 and 1( on Banach spaces 11(")
and 7l(1), respectively.

5.1- p-nuclear norrns

Recall, from Definition 2.6.5 (3), that for Banach spaces ,9 and ,R and

,:ÐT=rr¿ØU¿ e ^98-R, the p-nuclear norm or(r), (1 I p < *,) of z is defined

by

a,(z),: r,,r{ (p f f 
,, llo)i u,,(u.,, .....,un) , , : 

ä*o 
Ø yol|,

where

þp'(h','

for l ( p'< oo and

1

pt
: tþ €Y*,ll,rll : 1,an):'H{(å lw,uo)P')

þ*(at,.....,an) - sup rnâ,X1<¿<,.,1þþ,y)l rþ e Y., llÚll : t
,þ

The infimum is taken with respect to all representations of z and

is understood to mean max¿llr¿ll when p: oo.

(r=, ',')'
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as claimed in the Proposition.

!

As a consequence of the above result, we see that the above theory on ,Afl
spaces provides us with a theory for 2Al under the condition that the Hiibert spaces

11(tr) and'11(1) are -L2 spaces of finite measure. This condition is not necessary in
the case of 2Al spaces, as Proposition 5.2.6, 5.2.7 and 5.2.8 show.

Proposition 5.2.6 Forlirf¿Øg¿ in Lo(tr)øB Lo?f) andr eGlH,A eGlK,

D fo@) ø g¿@) e tr(n) ØP 7t?ù,
i=L

for almost all n,y

Proof: We want to show that

Since Ð7, f¿ E 9¿ in Lo(") øP Lo\), we have

u(är¿ Ø g¿): (å DU,@), Í¡@)l (ooçv¡, s i@))

n

i=l

1

(oo

nn

I D(¿' r¡)þ¿,g¡) < æ'
i=l j=l

Therefore, for any compact sets C1 and C2 in G I H and G I K respectively,

I 
", 

I ",ii < ¡, t"), r ¡ @)) k n (v¡, g ¡ (ù) d t, n (*) d p x (u)

1.,, I 
", 
o>> V'r.)' r ¡ @)) (s ¿ (v)' g ¡ @)) d t' n (*) d t' x (ù'

oo

Hence

Ð fn@) Ø g¿@) e 11(n) ØP 116),

for almost all r,,y, as required.

Proposition 5.2.7 Let H and I{ be regularly related, closed, subgroups of the lo-
cally compact group G. Then, fo, ÐT=, f¿ Ø g¿ € L2(tr) øP" Lr(ù and r,U € G,,

t H D
i=l Àu"nNn(",t)*

1
À n (", t¡i- ¡ o@t) ø,,0 À o (a, t)+ s 4y t)

is a rnapping on the coset spa,ce in each of the following cases
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where If m: llp + Ilq' - 1 which confirms Proposition a.3.5 (1).

It is clear that every neighborhood of 0 is invariant under the action of H.
Therefore, by Lemma 4.4.6 and Theorem 4.4.7, we have for 1 < p { oo,

Lo(") Øc Lo,Q.) = A?o.

Example (3) Consider the group G : {r0,",ö :
i2r0 Z

g 
"i2ró

:z€CrÙ 1e

0,ó < 1], with subgroups K : {ltt,":
210

0

et

H:{h-^:(\ " t 
,<1}. N:{n,:(t "\.,.e( d,y \u "oí"r ):zec'O<d<1)' 

N:{n': 
lô i )"ec}'

A:{ao: (å 
",9_r):0<d<1} 

and B:{be:("";' T),r<d< 1}

Notethat GIH - B,GII{ - A, I{ - N.B,H: N.A,,Iúis abelian and

A À N : B ì¡/ : ( å i ) 
. Also, r0,2,ó : h",óbe : lcs,".-izr4a¿. we shall use the

method of Little Groups (see Serre[41]) to construct irreducible representations of
f/ and K. Let ¿ be the trivial representation of 1ú. Then the stabilizer of z under
the action of 1l is 1( itself. Now j,, : B r+ C, n e ,A/, defined hy i"Qe) : ei2nnî , is

a one-dimensional representation of B. Then

1n: ln o Px,

where ItN : K r-+ K lN is the canonical mapping, defines an irreducible represen-

tation oT K, by the method of Little Groups.

Similarly, for m € N r rwe can defrne an irreducible representation r^ of H
bY letting 

Tm: fr^ o Pn

where ñ- : A r+ C is a representation of A defined l:y ír^(a) - ei2n*ó and

ps : H r--+ H lN is the canonical mapping. The induced representation spaces

Lr(n") and Ln,(7fi) are given by

Lr(n*): {l:G ¡--+C: l(re,,,ó): ei2n^Óf (Uù,(l"llf4ùlled0)å . oo},

Lr,(li,) : {s : G ¿ C : s(re,,,ó) : ei2nnT s(ar), ( 
lolls@ø)ll'' 

AÐþ < oo}.

The corresponding induced representations U[^ and, UlÏ of G are given bv

(U[* (t 0,,,a) I ) (9 t',,',6') : f @ e + e 
t,2¿i2r ó' ¡ 7t ¿izre,6¡ 6r) 1

for/e Lr(n,")and

(UlÏ @ 6,,,a) g) (* r,,",,ó,) : g (*, +, t,2¿i2r ót ¡ 7t ei"*r,6¡6,),

tt7



for g € Lr'(lÐ. Now ff' - H,I{a - K and H' a Ka - l/ for all r,y € G. For

s e H' À Kr, r'(") : ¡r(rsr-r) : (fr o pH)
1

0 1
: 1. Similarly, Tv(s) : 1.

z

Since GIH and Gf K have finite invariant measure, we can construct Afl

space for 1 < p,Q 1oo, formed bV / e Lo(n^) and Lo'(1i) together with the
projective tensor product (see Propositions 4.1.5 and 4.1.6).

Therefore

A,,a ("'("X E n - € ø (71";1*?), 
" € ff,(, n e clr,,

(4øry-1øq) :€,qecll,

Note that the double coset spac e H : I( : {e : ( :. 
\U

4.3.1, for h",6 e H,ks," € 1l and s € G we have

ú Ín,n,(h,,ós,rro,"") : "51::\Íre,")v, ,n (".,"),

: e"-"'"- e'-,'*rú rr,nrkrù.

Since G l(H' 0<0,ó<1\ forany r,ye G,

:{
:{
:c

? )t, 
hence bv Proposition

0
inóe

À Ks): ,(",;'

l"'

l"'

oo

N

In the case of p: qt : 2, (6.8) can be written as

ú ¡,,n,(e',e) l* I ¿(¿) Ø.,. si(t)dt,
=1

oo

D "or"^ö 
f o(b r). 

"or"*t 
g ;(a fi d0 d$

i=L

"i'nnó 
g¿(oó)d,ó I" "i'**e ¡¿çb6¡do (6 B)t

t;
co

i=!

oo

æ

ú¡,,n,(e,e) : ÐÎ/ir')go(*), (6.9)
i=l

where /, and gi¿ represent the Fourier transforms of /¿ and S¿ respectively. Therefore
ú ¡,,n,(hrs,kys): "i2trnï"i2rmó 

DË, În@)go(*). In this case, it 
^ ir.-?:_ln"t 

v¡,rn is

continuous. This is to be expected by Proposition 4.3.4, since B ("'it 
"oí-r) 

:

fie-Þl' for z e C,0 10,ó < 1 defines a Bruhat function of l/. In the case r¿: n'L)

(6.9) can be further simplified to

Ð(¡o * go\(")ú ¡,,n,(e, e)
i=I
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Example (a) Let G : fI x C, the semi-direct product of the circle group II and

the set of complex numbers C. The binary operation in G is given by

(eio, z)(eiÓ,w) : (ei(e+Ó), eió z + w),

where 010,,ó <2n and z,u e C. The identity e: (1,0).Let H : I{ : fL Then
GIH:GlK-C-H:H.

Let rn,n e Al be a representation of fI defined by nn("iî,0) : 
"in9 

. Then,
the space Lo(n") is deflned by

Lo@*): {l tG¡--+ C, f (@o',,w): f((ei',0)(1,.)) : "o"tf(1,*),(lrllf(r,.)ll'a.¡i < oo}.

The corresponding induced representation U[' on G is defined by

(Ui þoÓ,, r) f)Got, z) : f þi(0+ó),, eiÓ z t .).
For u : (eiö,u;),

H' : {("-oó,-"-ió-)("|t,0)("'Ó,tr.') :0 <0 <2r}: {("ot,w-eiîu):010 <2n}.

Since ("i0,. - "it.) € ff only if w :0 or eiî : 1, we have

HnH'-f {(1'o)} rotr/H,
|. ä lorr€H,

which then implies

Hl@ìH',)- H forr
{(1,0)} for r

ø H,,

H€

Clearly, H l@ a H') has finite invariant measure for all r € G, hence by Propo-
sitions 4.1.5 and 4.1.6, i[ is well defined on Lr(n^) Ø"6 Lr,(tri), for n, m e N, and
the elements of the space Al arc defined by

ú 1,,n,(*,a) : I f o@t) s,;@ t) d p,,,0 (t)IGu Er¡HT

@

i=l

If ry-r : h: ("0Ó,0) € fI, then H' À Ha : fls. This gives

ú Í,,n,(*',a) : I ¿(hy t) g ;(y t) d p s n (t),["î¿ tt!- i=l

lfÐf¿(ht)s¿(t)d,un(t), 
(see Lemma 3'1.2, )

"'"' I frî, ¡,frl n,ft)d ¡rs (t),

ú ¡,,n,(rY-t , e) '
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If ry-r / H, then H' a Hs : {(1,0)} and hence

ú J,,n,(*rù : l" D fo@t)g,i(yt)du6(t)
oo

i=l

But since the Haar measure on G is left- and right-invariant, we have

Consequently we have, on writing u for ry-L,

ü¡,,n, (') fr(ut) g¿(t)d7n(t), lor u € H.,

\ f,;@t)o{t)duç(t), ror u / H.
i=l

Ü¡,rn can be shown to be continuous for continuous /¿,gi, using a similar
argument to that of Example 1, p.114.

Now let us calculate ú f,,nn(u). Consider the case where n: n't,. Letting
u : ("",2) we get

ú Í",s,(r,ù : I"i fo{*r-tt)s¿(t)du6(11) : ú¡, n,(*y-',")

oo

D
i=l
oo

:1,
:1"

(v(D f¿ Ø g¿))("ot ,, 

") D f oçç"", r) ("0Ó, r)) g o(("'Ó, w)) dSdw,
oo

i=I
oo

i=l

ú ¡,,nn(eio , z)

D f o("i(t*ó), e¿ö z + u)) s;((eió, w))d,Sdu;

Foreither f e Lr(n) or / € Lo,(n*) define f@): fG,.). Since

Gi@+ó), eió z i ut) : (ei@+d), 0)(t, eió z ! w),

ú ¡0,n,(ei0, z) : I i 
"o"tt*ó) 

fnþió z I w)e-i*ó ¡'@t)d,þd,w,l.?=t" r

^;ne [2" / f: 
"'"o Jo J_rrÐio("|Ó, + w)s¿(w)dSdw.

Letting d¿@): i¿?w), \/e see that the above can be written as

"t*e fo'" Ë;- d;þ¿óz)aq.

Suppose p :2. Then, for each i, j¿ and. j¿ can be regarded as functions in Lr(C) .

Hence f¿ * d¿ : h, fot some å e LL(C). Therefore, we have

ú ¡n,n,(ei. , z) : 
";ne [2" îrç"oa r¡a6. (6.11)Jo\
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For z - x) +iy,Iet eiÓz: (øcos ó-ysinf) -li(rsind* ycosþ: Ró(*,y). Then

r2tr ^

J" h(e'a z)dþ : | 
"^ 

lo" 
h(u, u) e2'i(u'u)'R4@'v) ¿ud,u d's,

l r^ lo, 
h(u, u) e2niR - 6@'u)'(r'v) ¿ud'u d'$

Changing variables (u,r) r+ R6(u,u), we obtain

l"^ lo,h(u,u)e2*i*6@'u)'(r'v)¿ud,ud,g: Io"""nnlu'o)'(''ùçlo 
h(Ra@,u))d,þ)d,ud,u

Change variables (u,u) to polar cordinates (r, d) and assume that fi" h(Ra@,r))dó
is independent of d. Letting k(r): ¡1" tr@6@,r))dó, we obtain

fo, "'no{''')'@'ù I lo h(R6@,u))d'g)d'ud'u

l o* 
r (r) f o"" "'n 

o{"os d,r sin d)' (ø, a) r d,r d,0,

l"* f(r) f o'" "'n,{" 
cos o}sr "inl) dhr dr.

Letting u) : eio, we see that

"2ni(rr 
cos |Iar sÁ 0) 

¿g "zriru@|Ð "z"t;@!) dwl,*

Letting itu : u, the above gives

h

?,w

..L 

"trir(uz+í)d..l-t r'w

f o'" "rnol,, 
cosLlvr sin|) ¿g : 

lrr=rlr"",(,2-i) 
d,u.

Let t : uzllzl. Then the above simplifies to

fo'" "rnnl,,coslJvr 
sinl) ¿g : 

Irr=r rl"",r¿tt-î) 
dt.

But
[ \ 

"rrlzl(t-+) 
dt : Jo(trrlzl)

Jpl=r zoit"
where Jo is the Bessel function of order 0 (see Whittaker and Watson 1471, p.355).

Hence
ú Í,,n,("ot , z) : 2treint 

lo* 
nçr¡loþrrlzl)rd'r'

l2t
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the space of all intertwining operators, p.22.
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the linear span of vectors {uo : a € ,/} in any
given vector space, where ,,I is a set of indices, p.4.
the orthogonal complement of ({u" : a € J}|,
p.115

fI is a normal subgroup in G, p.84.
the intertwining number of the representations
zr and 1, p.16.

composition of the mappings / and 9.p.4.

({r"'aeJ})

({r.,oe"r})a

H<G
o(",1)

fos
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Subject Index

antilinear operator 101

approximate identity 15

Banach (semi-)bundle 11

-retraction 11

bundle 10

bundle projection 10

Borel ø-algebra 6

covariance condition 17

cross-norm 20

cross-section 13

disintegration of measures 9

directed set 15

discretely related 9

essential A-module 15

ess sup (essential supremum) 4

fibre 10

greatest cross-norm 20

Hilbert-Schmidt operator 2l

intertwining operator 16

invariant set (under the action of a group) 81

kernel 76

orbit 5

operator of finite rank 101

p-nuclear norm 20

t28



predual L5

quasi-invariant measure 6

Radon-Nikodym property 18

regular Borel section 6

regularly related 10

representation 16

smoothly related 68

Strong Intertwining operator 16

subbundle 13

Tensor product 19

trivial Banach bundle 11

unimodular 7

utraweak*-operator topology 22
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